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Story Idea?
If you have a news tip or have an idea for a
story, call us between noon and 7 p.m.

372-6966
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to tonight's MAC Championship game

Minors in Ohio are not punished
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"An independent student voice serving Bowling Green since 1920"

University defends hiring procedures
□ Ray Laakaniemi was
called to testify because
he was the chair of the
journalism department
at the time that Jack
Hartman applied for a
position.
By OARLA WARNOCK and
SARAH BEDNARSKI
The BC News
TOIJEDO - Testimony began in
federal court Tuesday in a reverse discrimination claim filed
against the University during
hiring procedures dating back to

1994.
John "Jack" Hartman claims
he was denied a position as assistant professor in the department
of journalism because of his race
and gender. The University asserts he was overqualified and
just not the person to fill the job.
The position was filled by Debbie
Owens, a then-doctoral student at
University of Florida-Gainsville.
Hartman is a white male.
Owens is an African-American
female.
Out of a pool of 15 to 18 candidates, Hartman said he was
passed over as a qualified applicant while the department was
attempting to fill a diversity requirement.

Represented by Toledo civil
rights attorney Ilarland Gritz,
Hartman Is hoping for a final resolve of the situation, which has
been pending for three years.
Gritz called
Ray Laakaniemi, chair of
the journalism
department at
the time of hiring, to the
stand to testify
about the
procedu res
surrounding
the search proHartman
cess for the "minority position."
Joe Cranny, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, was also

called to testify as to his experience in working with the search
committee.
Gritz asked both witnesses
questions which revolved around
the statement of an open "minority position." To him, the statement means the position was reserved for a minority candidate
only. The University maintains
the phrase explains the job and
the person who had previously
occupied the position, Lucilla
Vargas.
"If he were an AfricanAmerican it would have been
different," Gritz said in his opening statement to the jury. "Because of his skin color he wasn't
even considered."

Administration
A jury of eight - four women
and four men - will decide
whether Hartman receives the
unspecified damages he seeks.
He also wants to gain a position
in the journalism department and
compensation for lost time. The
all-white jury was seated Monday with Judge James Carr presiding. The trial is expected to
end Friday.
Gritz contends Hartman has
more experience to fill the position than Owens does. The University agrees - noting he was
overqualified for the entry-level

□ Greek Affairs offers
housing suggestions to
black fraternities and
sororities, but they
receive negative responses.
By BRANDI BARHITE
TheBC News
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Three-year-old Casey Tucker watches a passing cyclist on the Antrim bike path in Columbus.

Security Council combats U.S. ambassador
obstacle to quick approval of a
resolution endorsing SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan's agreement
with the Iraqis to open all sites,
including eight presidential palaces, to U.N. arms inspectors.
Annan said if his deal holds,
"we will be moving on to a period
when Iraq will complete its obligations and the council can begin
thinking of lifting the sanctions"
The Associated Press
imposed more than seven years
UNITED NATIONS - A UN. ago.
After days of intensive negowarning to Iraq of "severest consequences" If it breaks a deal on any state to use force against
weapons inspections gives Wash- Iraq."
Russian Ambassador Sergey
ington a green light to attack if
nmgMiut falls to honor the ac- Lavrov said the resolution "concord, the U.S. ambassador con- tains nothing that would go
beyond the boundaries of any of
tended today.
Most of the 15 members of the the agreements achieved by the
Security Council, which issued secretary-general in Baghdad."
During Monday's debates, amthe warning Monday, sharply
bassadors from countries such as
disagreed.
Envoys from many countries, Costa Rica and Brazil, which
including longtime U.S. allies, rarely play a public role In counsaid only the Security Council cil deliberations, sought out telehas the authority to determine vision cameras to argue against
whether Iraq has breached the any blank check for an attack on
deal, and what should be done if Iraq.
It appeared that the Iraqis
It does.
The dispute had been the main were keenly aware of the divi-

• See HARTMAN, page five.

Black Greeks reject
housing options

Hello

□ The Security Council
disagrees that the
United States has the
right to attack Iraq if the
weapons inspection
deal is broken.

position.
William Connelly, attorney
representing the University, said
there were four reasons why
Hartman was not considered further for the position. Those
reasons Included the lack of a
complete application received by
the University, he was well above
the qualifications, he was already
tenured and he would have been
taking about a $13,000 paycut.
Those reasons give the department and University more
than enough reasons to disqualify him from the pool of candidates, Connelly said.
"Dr. Hartman will admit if he

sions within the council.
In Baghdad today. Foreign
Minister Mohammed Saeed alSahhaf said the resolution was a
mere "face-saving" measure for
the United States but promised
that Baghdad would not violate
the agreement.
"If there is any real meaning in
this resolution, then It is the
adoption and the endorsement"
of the agreement, al-Sahhaf told
Associated Press Television.
"The rest is some kind of political rhetoric."
The United States has maintained that it has sufficient authority to use force under resolutions enacted since 1991.
tiations, the council unanimously
approved a resolution endorsing
the agreement and warning Iraq
of "severest consequences" if it
falls to comply.
"This gives us the green light
to approach our policy of diplomacy and force and It shows to
the world once again that the
onus of complying with this
agreement Is with Iraq," U.S.
Ambassador Bill Richardson said
this morning on NBC's "Today."

'

Asked if the resolution gives
the green light for a U.S. attack,
Richardson replied, "The answer
Is yes. And we already had that
green light."
"I think this resolution Is
drafted as such so it is perfectly
clear that any member state can
take unilateral action of that
member state feels there is a
grevious violation," he added.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said
today there was no doubt that
"severest consequences" meant
military action.
He said Annan had made clear
"diplomacy may not have a second chance if Iraq backs away
from this agreement."
Except for Britain, few other
council members share that interpretation. During Monday
night's vote, speakers from
China, Russia, France, Costa
Rica, Brazil, Portugal, Sweden
and others said the decision on
using force rests with the full
council alone.

Black Greek housing has been
an on-going issue at the University for some time, but black
Greeks believe little progress
has been made with the situation.
They have said the University
does not understand their needs
and are upset over the condition
of their two black Greek houses
and the lack of any other black
Greek housing.
Now the administrators want
their side heard as well.
Lisa Fedler, assistant director
for Greek Affairs, said the black
Greeks are frustrated and understanding! y so.
"I knew housing was an issue. I
didn't know that it was this big of
an issue ... We need to agree to
come to the table and talk about
this," Fedler said. "Students need
to hear our side. We are not discriminating. What can we do?"
Fedler said there Is little the
University can do about the black
Greek housing situation. She said
the Office of Student Housing
and Residence Life has a budget
and does not get money from the
University. Fedler said they cannot afford to have chapters live
in a 20-bed house and only fill
five beds. "We just cannot afford
It. There is an interest, but there
are perimeters to what we can
do," Fedler said.
Currently, there are eight
chapters without housing. Five of
those are black chapters. There
is also a waiting list, but Fedler
does not foresee any space opening up on fraternity or sorority
row in the near future. She said
when a house becomes available
all chapters are allowed to apply
for the house through presentations. Preference is given to
chapters who are stable and have
the ability to fill the house.
One reason black Greeks are
without housing is because of
their low numbers. Delta Sigma
Theta has the highest membership at six. A reason for the low
membership Is the low black
population on campus. Currently,
there are only 447 black undergraduates and 168 graduates on
campus. This poses a problem for
black chapters, especially when
numbers are a determining factor in who gets housing.
Fedler said she would take the
University black population into
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"I knew housing was
an issue. I didn't
know that it was this
big of an issue... We
need to agree to come
to the table and talk
about this. Students
need to hear our side.
We are not
discriminating. What
can we do?"
Lisa Fedler
assistant director for Creek Affairs
considersation, but she also has
to consider the business side of
the issue.
"I want to house our groups
that want to be housed. I want to
build structures that meet their
needs, but my hands and everyone else's are tied," Fedler said.
Fedler said she Is willing to
work with the black Greeks in
order to solve the housing problem. She said there are alternatives, such as housing all black
Greeks in one house.
Fedler also suggested the black
Greeks could be housed on the
three floors in Conklin North or a
suite in Founders. She said the
black Greeks have to be willing
to compromise in order to get results.
I^rry Thomas, president of the
National Pan-Hellenic Council,
said he is willing to work with
Felder.
"If she comes up with a good
idea, we will be willing to go
along with it," Thomas said.
He said housing the black
Greeks in one house or in a residence hall would not work. He
said each fraternity and sorority
have their own agenda and need
privacy. He said having a suite in
Founders for each fraternity and
sorority would be acceptable.
Thomas also said another option is to have the University
help pay for a house off campus
that could function as a fraternity house.
James Ragland, president of
Phi Beta Sigma, said he will not
accept one Greek house or three
floors In Conklin. He said fraternities and sororties are supposed
to be separate and need privacy
• See CREEK, page five.
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Karl Marx might call sports, not
religion, the opiate of the masses if
he were around today.
If there ever was an issue that
revealed so much about society it is
the outrage by many people at the
lack of attendance at sporting
events
Who really cares? To say that
people need to attend sporting
events and show school spirit to
show that they are not apathetic is
pathetic.
I am really sick of being told that
I need to attend athletic events.
American society needs to realize
that there is more to life than
sports. I personally enjoy sports. I
love following basketball and football and can tolerate playing baseball and soccer.
I understand, though, that sports
are a mindless form of entertainment, junk food for your brain.
They divert our attention from
more important issues. We can get a
billion people to watch the Super
Bowl but how many can we get to
protest the conflict in the Gulf or
show support for the environment?
We focus so much attention on
sports that we are blind to more
intellectual or artistic pursuits.
Fewer than 1,000 people went to
one of the last basketball games. So
what. I wonder how many people
went to the theater department play
that same weekend. How many
people went to one of the M.F.A.
poetry readings sponsored by the
Creative Writing Department?
I went to the play and there
were certainly not as many people

STR£S5iA/<5 Ibu
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Last week, students were able to see the on-campus housing
forms for the first time. There were certain reasonable expectations of on-campus housing and many students are now very
mad at one of those expectations not being met.
The policy in question is regarding the junior/senior residence hall for next year. I am glad to see that it will be continued
next year in Anderson. The BG News had an article about the
Anderson extension of the program but did not mention the
$284/semester increase. No one that I have talked to knew that
this was the plan until after the board had passed it.
Unfortunately, there are students who cannot afford this significant rate hike are now left with few options. By telling us at
such a late date we have little or no time to make off-campus
housing arrangements.
The intention of this program was to emulate the positive
aspects of off-campus housing to give students some reason to
stay. Otherwise, it seems the only reason that people pay to live
.on campus is because the University forces students to stay here
£for two years, moving off-campus as soon as the opportunity
^presents itself. Now that students have been kept in the dark
Cpbout this irresponsible shattering of our reasonably priced oncampus housing plans, we expect to see some action!
We need our concerns to be heard. If this institution truly
cares about its students it should hear us and respond. We want
a reconsideration of the finance of next year's Anderson with the
idea of meeting our expectations of off-campus competition.
There is also the deceiving matter of the cost being raised to
cover the Microfridge for each room and the addition of decent
kitchenettes. This is not adequate compensation. The
Microfridges provided next year are University owned and thus
do not carry the high rent charge. And I don't see how one
kitchenette could cost that much money.
The Residence Life office has been unresponsive to my calls
but, I would like you to consider this matter and bring this matter up to Residence Life. I also think that it would be a good idea
for Residence Life to apologize publicly for its mismanaged dispersion of information, poor character and abuse of students
regarding this matter.
Neil Berg
Psychology
Junior
nberg@bgnet
Copyright g> 1998, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without the permission of
The BG News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication founded In 1920 and
is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not
necessarily those of the student body, fatuity, University administration or Tbe BG News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1998 BG News staff.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify tbe paper of any
errors In stories or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by tbe Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final

Today's edition was designed and edited by
Darla Warnock. Editor-in-Chief
She can be reached at (419) 372-6966
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Importance of sports overrated

there as your average basketball
game. The poetry readings were
lucky to get 50 people there.
Are those who criticize people
for not going to a basketball game
saying that those other events are
not worthy of attendance? Are the
people who would rather go to
watch someone read a work they
have created not as involved or full
of school spirit as those who watch
people throw a ball around a gym?
Is a play or musical performance
not equal to people running around
a field hitting each other? Reading a
book is much more intellectually
stimulating than mindlessly watching people play a game because
they are bigger or faster than the
rest of us.
What about going to see a
movie, a creative work that people
worked on writing, acting, and producing? What is going to make you
think (assuming that it's not the latest Adam Sandier flick) more, a
movie that might deal with a controversial issue or people hitting a
ball with a stick?

As rational human beings we
have the ability and the freedom to
choose what we like and are interested in. We should have the ability
to decide that a basketball game is
not worth our time. I would rather
study, send out resumes or drink.
Who cares? What authority made
sports a requirement for college students?
Many will argue that by going to
a sporting event you are supporting
fellow students. How many players
are there on a sports team? There
are 12 on a hoops team or 80 on a
football team. I am sure it's possible
to find other activities where that
many students are involved.
Modern American society puts
so much value on sports that it creates the idea that it's wrong or
unusual for people not to live and
die by sports teams.
Outside of colleges, the same
problem exists.
Governments can be persuaued
to issue tax hikes to pay for stadiums like Jacobs Field or a new
Browns stadium. At the same time,
they are debating whether to completely cut programs like the
National Endowment for the Arts.
Freaks like Senator Jesse Helms
of North Carolina think art has no
need for funding but 1 would guarantee that he supported government assistance for stadiums needed by football's Carolina Panthers
or basketball's Charlotte Hornets.
Cities mortgage themselves to
secure sports teams because they
say the local economy would suffer
if the team left. This certainly is true

but why? Why does a game have
that much impact on society? The
argument that people enjoy it doesn't hold much merit. Just because
people et.|oy something doesn't
mean that it is good.
A conspiracy theorist (and I
won't be one today, I promise)
could say that sports is the perfect
tool to divert the American people's
attention from the world's real
problems.
Marx believed that religion
would lull people to sleep so they
wouldn't may attention to real
problems. Sports seem to fill that
role now.
Sports have their place in society
but as simply another form of
entertainment. What we call entertainment is perhaps better served
under the title of arts or culture.
Entertainment implies that people
are not forced to think, they are just
sitting back and being amused.
That seems a more fitting description of sports.
We can enjoy sports just as we
enjoy a TV show or any other form
of entertainment. They should not
be the obsession that they are to
many people. Apathy is not cured
by or shown through attendance of
sporting events.
The NBA's slogan is "I Love this
Game." Have we forgotten that
these are games — and not real life?
Brandon Wray can be reached al
wbneil@bgnet. He is also wondering
what the deal is with the weather. Last
week he was wearing shorts, now it is
snowing. CO FALCONS!! (Really)

True Collegiates
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Opinion Editor
Natalie Miller
372-2604
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Media madness affects adults
Recent news events have forced
me to pay a lot more attention to
national television news coverage.
In part, this is because my dad is a
hard core political news hound who
requires a information life support
system to keep him technically alive
when something exciting happens
in Washington (although 1 can't
think of an example at the moment).
At these times, visits home requfre
very little speech except for spouting animated, adjective-filled opinions about some famous political
figure that has been at the target of
much political mud slinging and
controversy (although, again, no
one comes to mind at the moment).
Disagreement is all that might rivet
my father's attention from the CNN
anchor people who are speculating
in the rain on the White House
lawn.
Therefore, after hours of watching Wolf Blitzer sighing with great
theatrics underneath a tree somewhere on Pennsylvania Avenue
(where he has been camped since
the Gulf War) I might yawn and say
quietly "Maybe it is some sort of
'vast, right-winged conspiracy,'"
which would make my father drop
his feeding tube. "Conspiracy!?" he
would wheeze, looking at me with
suspicion, not sure yet that his seed
had not spawned another menacing
liberal. He would continue to flail
for quite some time, and his eyeballs would roll around in his head
in an alarming manner, but it was
far more interesting than watching

%

another roundtable discussion
about White House ethics.
Eventually, I could rotate him
towards his heat lamp and go
home.
Television has been covering our
latest-breaking news events for
almost half a century now, with a
tremendous amount of grim decorum and a certain steely-eyed dramatic flair that newspapers lack.
Along with the scripted main event,
there is always a great deal of
impromptu ad-libbing which you
must watch closely to detect. Take
this nearly-verbatim CNN coverage
I was forced to watch, even as the
Rosie O' Donnell show was airing
not three channels away:
CNN Anchorperson: And now
we'll talk with another CNN
anchorperson who is presently running from the dogs on the White
House lawn so he can tell us the
exact year Newt Gingrich lost his
virginity. Hey there, Ed, I see it's
raining there
Ed, CNN Anchorperson II:

(Standing stiffly in a rain-soaked
suit with his mousse-saturated hair
plastered to his egg-shaped forehead, dogs bounding towards him):
Yes.
CNN Anchorperson I: Well, I
also can't help but notice that there
are six attack dogs bounding
towards you and frothing at the
mouth.
Ed: That is correct, CNN
Anchorperson I. (He raises one eyebrow, squints and addresses the
television audience.) Here in the
nation's capitol. House Speaker (??)
Newt Gingrich was spotted roller
skating backward in his boxer
shorts just three short hours ago.
Naturally, this has caused a great
deal of speculation (he pulls out a
semi-automatic rifle from somewhere off-camera and picks off the
White House guard dogs even as
they begin to rip at his soggy coattails) among the American people
regarding Mr. Gingrich's sex life...
That is what they call "news professionalism" As you can tell, Ed
was in no mood for idle chit-chat
when his professional career was
hinged on the onslaught of yet
another grinding, historical political
event. It is this kind of decorum
that separates the dedicated professionals from the rest of the population, most of whom have enough
sense not to stand around in the
rain.
This forced television news exposure also led me right into the lair of
the State of the Union address, a

touching moment filled with hugging, kissing, cheers and laughter.
Yes, as our president took the stand,
all of political Washington was
breaking out in hives of utter adoration ... that is, except the panel of
Republicans. As Bill Clinton made
inspirational declaration after inspirational declaration, the cameras
would scan the Republicans, whose
hands were folded grimly over the
busting buttons of their doublebreasted suits. Their mouths were
set, and a collective cartoon bubble
seemed to hover over all of their
heads containing the word "pervert."
Of course, afterward, as frost set
in, news anchor people littered
Pennsylvania Avenue smiling radiantly, though their hands were
frozen to their microphones. Wolf
Blitzer was undoubtedly in a pup
tent nearby, roasting marshmallows
over a Bic lighter and digging grubs
out of the White House lawn.
And somewhere, a composed
and good-natured female reporter
could be heard exclaiming "Why
look here, it's Buddy, the White
House dog. Aren't you the cutest —
HEY!! Get off! Did you hear me!?
My leg is not a — put that back
in..."
At that, the television would
flicker to blackjand all is well in
Washington.
Michelle Reiter is a guest columnist
for the News. Comments can be sent to
reiterm@bgnet or 210 West Hall.
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If he were an African
American, it would
have been different.
Because of his skin
color, he wasn't even
considered.

tt

Harland Glitz
the lawyer of Jack Hart man. who is suing the
University on reverse discrimination charges
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Today's Question: "If you could
go anywhere in the world,
where would you go?"
Matthew Tyla
Sophomore
English
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"Panama City with
Gilbo"
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Couple takes 40th anniversary to extreme

Maryann Russell
Sophomore
Marketing

LONG BEACH. Calif. — For many couples, theii 40th anniversary Is a
time to look bark and reflect on their lives together. Dick and Joan Ryan
turned the occasion into a yearlong adventure. The retired teachers spent
the last year visiting 40 islands and 40 bodies of water, and praying in 40
houses of worship. In one 40-hour period, they gave away 40 crisp Si
bills to 40 businesses, mostly to restaurant kitchen workers who seldom
gel tips.
They visited the Pyramids, retraced their honeymoon and renewed their
vowes. They traveled on horses and cars built during each decade of their
lives and visited states, parks and Islands.

"To sprin g break
knowing I'm the
next vice-president
for USG."

Kelly CUne
Sophomore
Tcom

Neighbors want priest to close church's garage

|Dayton| 38°~|

CON ROE. Texas — Oh. great. A church. There goes the neighborhood.
A priest who turned his garage into a church is getting pressure from his
neighbors to find another place to worship.
Ken Walsh, an Anglican priest and Latin teacher, has been holding
prayer sessions in his chapel since January. He has no plans to stop.
"Perhaps other people should consider putting one in." he said.
Walsh's chapel is a problem because he"s been running newspaper ads
seeking worshipers. That means he's technically seeking business, which
violates the restrictions of his subdivision deed.

Cincinnati
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To Lorain. Ohio."

2A
Andy Jarosz
Junior
English

4-year-old gets drivers license
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Disney Co-op information
table (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Union Foyer.
Gender-Friendly language in
the work environment (10
a.m. - noon)
Pallister Conference Room.
Jerome Library. Janet B. Parks,
HI'ER graduate studies coordinator,
will demonstrate inclusive language
to create a user friendly atnv □here. Pan of the issues m
Cultural Diversity Krlea
Jewelry sale by Jim Goyt (10
a.m. - 4 p.m.)
Education Building steps
Sponsored by UAO.

S g I

UAO Jewelry sale (10 a.m. - 5
p.m.)
Math Science HniMiiii; I'ovrr
Sponsored by UAO.

Ethics in teaching (2:30 p.m.)
Room 1000 Business
Administration Building. GCPDP
On-going program. Presented by
1-ou Kal/ner. Will identify and dis< ust ethical issues related to teaching, such as romantic relationships
between te.lebelv and students.
political correctness, lair grading,
Issues Ol plagiarism and academic
honesty Open t" all, Email Bryan
Bailsman lor reservations
"When 'Asian American'
Becomes Japanese: The
Shifting Context of Identity
Politics (2:30 p.m. - 4:30

p.m.)
105 Olscamp Hall. Presented by
Sylvia W.it.in.ibe and Wendy

Got an idea for a "People on the Street" question? E-mail
u- at "bKnrwHftbgnet.bgau".

"Upcoming; Events" ii a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The caldendar of
events, on the web page has a more complete listing of events and can be accessed through "www.bgsu.edu".

Motoaka in honor of Women's
History Month.
Disney college program
recruiting for summer/fall
jobs (6 p.m.)
Room 1007 Business
Administration Building. Disney
will be recruiting for summer/lall
jobs. Great resume building experience — you live, learn and earn
from the world's leading entertainment and travel company.
Banquet for Panhellenic and
Interfraternity Council's (7:30
p.m. - 10 p.m.)
Union Ballroom.
Faculty Artist Series: Earl
MacDonald, jazz piano (8

p.m.)

Bryan Recital Hall. Moore
Musical Arts Center. Free.
"Paris Is Burning" (9 p.m.)
213 Olscamp. Come see the difference! ACS 230 & VISION invite
you to Join us every Wednesday in

WHERE ELSE CAN YOU AVERAGE $10.05 AN HOUR
FOR A SUMMER JOB IN AKRON???
If you want to earn extra money and gain valuable work experience - the kind
that can help land you a job when you graduate - then consider MBNA. We're
the nation's second-largest lender through bank credit cards and a Fortune 500
company. Our real product is service - and the key to delivering superior service is hiring exceptional people. That could mean a world of opportunity for
you, because we're hiring highly motivated college students to join our team.
FORTUNE Magazine "...6th best company to work for in America."

• $7 an hour plus bonuses and incentives
• Paid vacation and holidays
• Employment referral bonuses
• Advancement opportunity
• Business experience
Call us when your home for spring break to set up an
interview for summer employment.
MBNA Marketing Systems
388 S. Main St., Suite 303
Akron, Ohio 44311
330-761-5000 or 1-800-731-9260

Karen Wahl
Senior
Dietetics
"Germany — 1 was
born there.™

Low: 29

Mud Hens ticket sales (11
a.m. - 2 p.m.)
Education Building. Sponsored
by the Sport Management Alliance.
Tickets will be on sale for $4 each,
and can be exchanged lor any
game Proceeds will benefit Dance
Marathon.

"China or Alaska.'

lY.

UPCOMING EVENTS

in
1*1

w

SALEM. Ore. — Joshawa Smith has celebrated Just four birthdays, but
he can drive. And with just 15 birthdays behind her. Flora Grimsbo has
i mht grandchildren. Smith and Grimsbo were born on Leap Day. Feb. 29.
which comes around Just once every four years.
They were among a group of Leap Day babies that met Saturday to celebrate their "unbirthday" at a Salem book store.
Smith, who's 18 if you count unbirthdays. said it gets "kind of complicated. You can't go by your real age."
Smith's brother was born on Leap Day. So was his grandmother. From
1980 to 1984. his family was listed in the Guines book of Records for
having the most members born on Leap Day.

213 Olscamp at 9 p.m. to watch
interesting films which deal with
various issues surrounding identity
and sexuality. Films range from
mainstream to avantgarde independent cinema. Good food and fun!
Recreational sports employment opportunities (TBA)
Rec Center. Lifeguard water
testing for 98-99 academic year
applicants.

respectively.
Study abroad informational
session (4 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.)
1103 Offenhauer West. Session
to learn about the many overseas
study programs available to BGSU
students. The procedures that must
be followed in order to study
abroad will be discussed. Call 3720309/0479 with questions.

Thursday, 3/5/98
Mary Kay (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Math Science Building.
Sponsored by Alpha Lambda Delta.
MAC men's swimming
& dDiving
Championships
(Noon)
Athens. Ohio. Day
» 1 ol the league
meet. Sessions
start at noon
and 7 p.m..

SPECIAL DISPLAY PERSONALS
You guys are
i the greatest!
J>

Michelle and
Debbie

Show your friends, roommates & classmates
how special they are. Wish them a
Happy Birthday, Happy Anniversary,
or just to have a great day!
We have a variety ot styles and borders to choose from

Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad!
Or Call 372-6977 for more information.

IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to publication by 4:00

< 2x2 = $20.00
|with picture provided by you!
(Actual Size)

T1X3
(Actual Size) $15.00

A+++
All your late
|nights paid off!
Great job
on your
^exam, Lisa!
From the girls
down the hall
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WIRE WATCH
News
Digest
compiled from wire reports
■ INJURY

Elizabeth Taylor fell on her birthday
LOS ANGELES - Elizabeth Taylor will spend several more
days In a hospital after doctors discovered a compression fracture In her lower back, her publicist said Tuesday.
Miss Taylor fell Friday - her 66th birthday - at her Bel-Air estate. She also had bruises and hip injuries and was in a lot of pain,
spokeswoman Shirine Ann Coburn said.
Doctors later found a compression fracture in her lower back.
No surgery was planned; doctors wanted to keep her at CedarsSinai Medical Center for more rest, Ms. Coburn said. She had
hoped to return home soon.
"She's a little disappointed. She's doing fine otherwise," Ms.
Coburn said.
Miss Taylor was kneeling to get something from her night
stand, stood up too quickly and fell over backward, her representatives said.
The actress has endured a series of health problems over the
years.
She had brain surgery a year ago to remove a benign tumor
and had both hips replaced in recent years.
■ SWINDLING

Editor-in-Chief
Darla Warnock
372-6966

Ohio millionaire wanted on charges
The Associated Press

BROWNSVILLE, Texas - Ending a 3-year search, Mexican authorities arrested an Ohio millionaire wanted on attempted
murder and kidnapping charges
and turned him over to FBI
agents at Gateway International
Bridge on Tuesday.
John R. Leone, 62, of Parma,
Ohio, was described by police in
the Cleveland suburb as a man
who built a trucking company,
then used his wealth to buy drugs
and lure boys as young as age 13
to his home for sex.
Mexican officials arrested
Leone on an immigration violation charge in order to bypass international red tape that would
have slowed his deportation on
the U.S. charges.
John De Leon, an FBI agent
based in McAllcn, said agents
were waiting for Leone on the
U.S. side of the international

bridge between Brownsville and
Matamoros, Mexico, about 12:30
am. Tuesday. They arrested him
on a federal charge of unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution.
Parma police Detective Kevin
Monnolly said in a telephone interview Tuesday that the kidnapping and attempted murder
charges stem from an episode in
April 1995 in which Leone and
another man tried to prevent a
19-year-old man from leaving
Leone's house.
"This kid wanted to leave and
they took a razor blade and tried
cutting him up," Monnolly told
the Brownsville Herald.
Ohio police also want Leone on
several drug charges, including
five charges of "corrupting another with drugs." Monnolly said
Leone is suspected of giving
crack cocaine to several young
boys with whom he was suspected of having sex.
He described Leone as a

"He went through $1.3 million in two years in
crack cocaine and sex."
Kevin Monnolly
Parma police detective

recluse who would not leave his
home for weeks at a time, but had
teen-age boys visit him constantly. He had crack delivered daily
to his home, he said.
"He went through $1.3 million
in two years in crack cocaine and
sex," Monnolly said.
"From everyone I talked to, he
was a shrewd businessman but in
his later years he got into drugs,"
Monnolly said.
"He was described as a madman, a freak. He lost all his
friends. The only friends he had
was these young kids."

After posting a $100,000 bond
in 1995, Leone fled to Mexico. De
Leon said the FBI originally
thought he was in Florida. He
owned a home in Fort Lauderdale
and was convicted on drug charges there. Leone has also been
indicted on rape charges in Ohio,
the agent said.
After the television program
"America's Most Wanted" aired
a show featuring Leone two years
ago, police received tips that he
was living in Tampico, Mexico,
Monnolly said.

Bill may give judges power to castrate

Art dealer sentenced to two years in jail
NEW YORK - An art dealer who swindled Jack Nicholson and
other clients out of more than $2 million was sentenced Tuesday
to two years in prison.
U.S. District Judge Michael Mukasey rejected an appeal for
leniency, saying Todd Michael Volpe was "living high, wide and
handsome" while he defrauded 16 people between 1991 and 1995.
Volpe, 48, was also ordered to pay $1.9 million in restitution.
He pleaded guilty to fraud for selling paintings, sculptures and
other art on behalf of his clients and pocketing the profit.
Nicholson gave Volpe money to buy and sell art. Volpe admitted he sold several Items without the actor's knowledge and kept
$224,000.
■ FAMILY

Tommy Lee misses his kids
LOS ANGELES - Tommy Lee, accused of abusing his wife and
baby, is upset over a court order to stay away from his kids.
"I love and miss them very much and want them to know how
much this time away from them is killing me," the Motley Crue
drummer said Monday in a statement.
Lee, 35, pleaded innocent Friday to abusing his wife, former
"Baywatch" star Pamela Anderson Lee, and their infant son, Dylan. She filed for divorce Thursday, the second time in their
three-year marriage.
Lee won't contest the divorce, publicist Hayley Sumner said.
He was ordered to stay at least 100 yards from his family and
Mrs. Lee's parents.
"I am completely devoted to Dylan and Brandon and it is extremely painful and unsettling for me to be cut off from them at
this difficult time," Lee said.

cwjotv
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"GOOD COOKIN'COWBOY STYLE*

Open M-T-W-TH and Sat.
II io 3:30
FRIDAYS till 10:00 pm
So git off your saddle
and stop on in...
109 N. Main
Downtown Bowling Green

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

lence, not sexual desire.
State Sen. Cal Hobson said sciOKLAHOMA CITY - The Ok- ence supports the argument that
lahoma Senate has passed a bill physical or chemical castration
that would make the state the "will not change the destructive
first to allow judges to order sur- pattern" of a sex criminal's mind.
Morse spoke briefly before the
gical castration of rapists, sodomizers and child molesters.
The Senate voted 37-10 in favor
of the measure Monday after its
author, Sen. Frank Shurden, argued that serious sex criminals
have "a driving sex urge that
makes them animals."
The Associated Press
"It's time to treat them like
animals," he said.
GENEVA, 111. - An admitted
The bill now goes to the House.
child molester who had himself
The measure would require a
surgically castrated in hopes of
positive DNA test before castragetting a lighter prison term
tion could be ordered. A jury also
was sentenced Tuesday to 26
would have to find two aggravatyears in prison for molesting
ing circumstances, including
two girls.
rape of a child under 14, sodomy
He could have gotten nearly
on a child under 16, a crime that
100 years.
is especially "serious, atrocious
Judge Donald Hudson noted
or cruel," a crime causing signifthat 30-year-old Jeffrey Morse
icant physical injury or a crime
waited "until the gates of the
is committed upon one victim
penitentiary were closing in on
two or more times within 24
him" before he was castrated.
hours.
Hudson also said he wanted to
Among other states, Texas alkeep the threat of a stiff senlows voluntary surgical castratence as a deterrent to other
tion. Various forms of castration
child molesters.
laws have been enacted in Cali"I choose not to lose the
fornia, Montana, Louisiana Florthreat of a longer sentence and
ida and Georgia, said Nancy Pelits deterrence because the delow, a Senate researcher.
fendant wants to use his body
Critics of Shurden \s bill argued
that sex crimes are tied to vioThe Associated Press

o

Exercise.

CRMPUS IS RCR0SS THE STREET
•Across from campus
I^A^^^ZP
•Large two bedroom
apartments
•Furnished
•Laundry facility in
building
•Extra storage
• Free water & sewer
•9 & 12 month leases
©
available
•Off street parking
Rentals

BEFORE YOU HEAD OFF FOR YOUR BREAK...
GET AN APARTMENT BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE!!!
LOCATIONS STILL AVAILABLE!
-641 Third
-702 Third
r*
-839 Fourth
-710 Scott Hamilton ^\~
-730 Scott Hamilton
Leases starting at $440/mo.
for our deluxe 2 bdrm. apts.
We pay for beat, water, & sewer!
DON'T MISS OUT ON A GREAT DEAL..CALL OR STOP BY TODAY! |
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG
352-4380

352

today."
"Jeff Morse has made himself as non-dangerous a pedophile as a pedophile can be," he
said.
Morse spoke briefly before
the sentencing. In a trembling
voice, he said he was sorry,
"but I cant go back and undo
what I did."
Dr. John Mulhall, a Loyola
University Medical Center urologist, said he was skeptical
about European studies showing a drastic drop in recidivism
among castrated sex
offenders. But did agree that
castration can "dramatically"
lower testosterone levels,
thereby decreasing sex drive
and the rate of recidivism
among offenders.

Applications for the SICSIC and Gerald Saddlemire
scholarships are now available in the Office of Student
Life, 405 Saddlemire Student Services Building. The
$1,000 Saddlemire scholarship is for a current
Sophomore who is involved both on campus and with
community projects. The $500 SICSIC Scholarship is
for a current Freshman, Sophomore or Junior and is
based on involvement in co-curricular activities. Both
scholarships require a minimum 3.0 GPA.

NEWI9VE

528 S. MB IN 10UR ONLV OfflCtl

parts as a bargaining chip," the
judge said.
Morse, who pleaded guilty to
aggravated criminal sexual assault and three other charges,
could have been sentenced to
almost 100 years for molesting
two girls, ages 8 and 12.
Prosecutor Kathy Diamond
Karayannis asked for a sentence of 25 to 60 years and
called Morse's castration a
ploy to evoke sympathy and get
a lighter sentence.
"He had control over these
victims," she said. "Do not let
him get control over this court,
too."
Defense attorney Paul Wharton urged the judge to impose a
lighter sentence, possibly even
the minimum six-year term,
calling Morse "the safest sex
offender in the United States

Scholarships Based
on Involvement

0UER SLEEP? NO UJ0RRV -

Ftghung Hwff Dmmm»
sna Stroke

a drastic drop in recidivism
among castrated sex offenders.
But did agree that castration can
"dramatically" lower testosterone levels, thereby decreasing
sex drive and the rate of recidivism among offenders.

Judge retains threat of sentence

587 EAST MERRV

American Heart
Association

sentencing. In a trembling voice,
he said he was sorry, "but I can't
go back and undo what I did."
Dr. John Mulhall, a Loyola
University Medical Center urologist, said he was skeptical
about European studies showing

"2»

Thursday, March 5th, 1998
7:30 PM
' Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Watch Frank transform into
different personalities such as
Robin Williams. Jerry Seinfeld.
John Madden. Tony Danza . and
others right before your
eyes!
Questions? Call
372-7164

FRANK CALIENVO

— Imitator Of Famous people

Medical miracles
start with research

American Heart i
Association.*

]
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Supreme Court delays execution

Here's my vote

Trie Associated Press

BG Ncwi Phof* by Jaaoa B«wcr«

Michael Mach deposits his ballot for Undergraduate Student
Government elections in the box Tuesday. Elections continue
through today.

COLUMBUS - The U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday evening
further delayed the execution of
a man who has volunteered to become the first death-row Inmate
to be executed In Ohio In 35
years.
The court Issued a onesentence statement on its decision from Washington around 7
p.m.
WUford Berry, a 35-year-old
former Cleveland man convicted
of killing his boss, is known as
"The Volunteer" because he
wants to die. The onetime handyman, who vowed to kill again If
freed, has waived his appeals,
saying he would rather be executed than spend the rest of his
life In prison.
Berry had left for the Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasville, where the execution was
to have taken place, from the
Corrections Medical Center in
Columbus around 6:30 p.m. He
had been taken to the medical
center from the Mansfield Correctional Institution, where
death-row inmates are kept, in
preparation of the execution.
Prison system spokesman Joe
Andrews was in the office of Lucasvllle prison Warden Stephen
Huffman when they got a telephone call at 7:12 p.m. from
Columbus, advising of the Supreme Court's decision.
"They're just going to turn him
around and take him back" to the

Columbus medical center, Andrews said.
The Supreme Court said:
"The application to vacate the
stay of execution of sentence of
death entered by the United
States District Court on February 27,1996, presented to Justice
(John Paul) Stevens and by him
referred to the Court, is denied."
Ohio Attorney General Betty
Montgomery had asked the Supreme Court to allow the execution to proceed at 9 p.m. Tuesday.
She had argued that a federal appeals court decision had kept
Ohio from carrying out a lawful
sentence.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati on Monday
allowed a stay of execution to
stand until a hearing on March
24. The hearing is to determine
whether Berry is competent to
ask to be executed instead of
taking advantage of the appeals
process.
Berry would be the first person
In Ohio to be executed since Donald L. Reinbolt was electrocuted
on March IS, 1*63. Berry was
convicted of murdering Charles
Mitroff Jr. on Dec. 1,1989, three
days after the Cleveland baker
had hired him.
Montgomery had argued that
the federal appeals court decision to schedule a hearing after
Tuesday meant that the state
could not carry out the execution
date set by the Ohio Supreme
Court.
"Ohioans are entitled to see

"It's very short, very
brief. You can't read
any insight into it - what they were
thinking, what they
weren't thinking."
David Bodiker
public defender's office

are some real legal issues."
About 40 opponents of the
death penalty had gathered in a
chilly rain In Cleveland for a
prayer vigil outside of the Cathedral of St John the Evangelist.
They had little reaction alter
hearing about the delay.
The case reached the federal
appeal court after the state appealed a federal district judge's
stay of execution.
U.S. District Judge Algenon
Marbley ruled that the state Supreme Court had used an Improper standard to determine
Berry was competent and that he
could end his appeals.
Andrews said the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and ■
Correction was prepared for a
halt to the proceedings.
"I'm sure that there was some
sense of frustration, not knowing
one way or the other," Andrews
said. But "it's a matter of regular *
course that they understood that
this could happen."

GREEK

HARTMAN

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

had known this was an entrylevel position, he would not have
applied," Connelly said. "He was
not overlooked on the basis of his
color or gender."
All of the candidates called to
the campus for interviews were
minorities. A faculty meeting in
the department showed that if a
qualified minority was employed
for the position, his/her salary
would come from the "Minority
Enhancement Fund," which was
established In 1989.
The purpose of the fund is to
guarantee adequate funds are
available to support minority
faculty. Funding for the enhancement fund is handled at the
college level. After Vargas vacated the position, the funds
were never taken away from the
college in anticipation of another
possible minority professional.
Laakaniemi said the department was attempting to diversify
its staff, but the intention was not
to exclude any other qualified
non-minorities.
"If you you pick the best person each time, eventually you
have a diversified staff," Laakaniemi said. "You get a wider pool."
Currently Hartman is a professor of journalism at Central
Michigan University, commuting
192 miles from his home in Bowling Green.
He attained all three of his degrees (bachelors, masters and
doctorate) at the University and
was hoping to fill a teaching position at his alma mater. He applied twice before his attempt in
the department of journalism, in
the marketing and sport management areas. He took the posi-

properly administered criminal
sentences carried out within a
reasonable time limit," she said
Tuesday.
The Ohio public defender's office had responded that Berry's
life should be spared at least until the federal courts deal with
the Issue of his competency.
Gov. George Volnovich had not
decided whether to grant clemency to Berry, Mike Dawson,
the governor's spokesman, said
Tuesday.
David Bodlker of the public defender's office, said he was delighted with the Supreme Court's
decision, though he was unable to
read anything into It.
"It's very short, very brief.
You cant read any insight into it
- what they were thinking, what
they weren't thinking," Bodiker
said.
"We did not feel an appeal like
this was not appropriate."
Messages seeking comment on
the ruling were left with the attorney general's office and with
the Mitroff family in Cleveland.
Berry was to be executed by
injection at the prison In Lucasville. about 90 miles south of
Columbus. A handful of deathpenalty opponents protested In a
field outside the prison Tuesday
evening as the Supreme Court's
decision became known.
Pete Ryder of Dayton, of the
group Ohioans to Stop Executions, said he was elated.
"We have a chance to reconsider this," Ryder said. "There

to conduct business.
Ragland said these are "bogus"
ideas and the University just
does not want to build black
Greek housing. "We are not going to settle for University garbage," Ragland said.
"We are always open for compromise, but we want a house,"
Talley said. Black Greeks are
also upset over the condition of
the two fraternity houses on East
Reed Street.

Events leading up to Hartman trial
April 1994
Applied for a journalism position a
BGSU

The following is a timeline of the events which
progressed after
Hartman was denied a
teaching position in the
journalism department.

^ July 25,1994
jf Hartman (iled a
k
f^ complaint with the I
f
Ohio Civil Rights
1
f
Commission
V

June 1995

'Early July 1994
Found out that
the position had
been filled by
Debbie Owens

Civil Rights
Commission
declared there was
credible evidence to
support his claim

Nov. 1996
The commission voted
4-1 lo uphold the recommendation that
Hartman did not provide sufficient evidence

■Later Nov. 1996
After decision, he
dismissed his suit in
Federal court

Chad Callahn, president of Alpha Phi Alpha, said they are
happy with their house, but want
something more comparable to
the other fraternities and sororities. He said they have made
progress and are willing to continue compromising in order to
work problems out
"The needs should be met. We
know across the board our facilities are in need of improvement,"
Fedler said. "Our Greek units are
a priority."

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
SPRING BREAK HOURS

A Few Month* Later
Refiled the lawsuit in
Federal court with
Harfand Gritz as his
attorney

CLOSED
CLOSED

SATURDAY, MARCH 7, 1998
SUNDAY, MARCH 8, 1998

BG Nm Oiehc by SMPWM SehnwW

tion at CMU until a suitable posiHe filed a complaint with the
Cranny has been considered an
tion came up at the University.
Ohio Civil Rights Commission expert witness in the area of
The position was posted in the July 25,1994, alleging Owens was equal opportunity employment.
Chronicle of Higher Education hired In order to fill the depart- He said If he would have been
starting April 6, 1994. Hartman ment's accreditation require- aware of any illegal hiring pracapplied and heard nothing more ment
tices in the procedure, he would
concerning the position until he
The commission decided there have Immediately ended the
decided to call and find out the was credible evidence to sub- search
status of his application in early stantiate Hartman's claim. It was
July. He discovered it had overturned later by a 4-1 vote
He agreed It would be wrong to
already been filled by Owens.
noting Insufficient evidence.
hire someone .because of their
A week later he received a letminority status.
ter from the department informAfter dismissal from the feding him the position had been eral court, Hartman decided to
"It's not at the expense of a
filled. After doing some topical reflle the case, leading to the qualified individual," Cranny
said.
research, Hartman said he found current proceedings.
out Information about Owens
which made him believe he
L^A —JBB iA.
would have been a stronger candidate.

8 AM TO 5 PM
MONDAY, MARCH ,9, 1998
8 AM TO 5 PM
TUESDAY, MARCH 10, 1998
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 11, 1998 8 AM TO 5 PM
8 AM TO 5 PM
THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 1998
CLOSED(INVENTORY)
FRIDAY, MARCH 13, 1998
CLOSED
SATURDAY, MARCH 14, 1998
CLOSED
SUNDAY, MARCH 15, 1998
MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1998 RESUME REGULAR HOURS
REGULAR HOURS:
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

8 AM TO 6 PM
8 AM TO 5 PM
9 AM TO 5 PM
CLOSED

1

FALL 1998 LEASING

C.nm* Qinn up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Fall 1998 Lists Now Available

MASTER TEACHER AWARD

•
•
•
•

Is your headier hops?
IF so, let them know!

Ridge Manor Apartments
Frazee Ave. Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full)
Field Manor Apartments

Columbia Court Apartments
(903,907,915,921,929,935 Thurstin)

Nominate them For the

• 3 bedroom/2baths
• Furnished
• Close to Campus
units»49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998 A/C,

Master Teacher Award!
Forms are now auailable.

v

Hurry! Forms are due March 6
to the Mileti Alumni Center.
Questions? Call 372-270I
Sponsored by Student Alumni Association

8Q8 Frazee Avenue
Newly Constructed for Fall' 1998
3 Bedroom, Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths. A/C. Fireplaces, &Microwaves

>/

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)
Saturday (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.)

X

Carpet, and fireplaces

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

p T

GREENBRIAR, INC.
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The University Bookstore will be
Closed for Inventory
Friday, March 13, 1998
Will reopen Monday, March 16
at 8:00 am
University Bookstore

Time magazine celebrates
75 years with cover features

QQvAGS
''Sfokdotn ^Pa/ace
Alternative CtotrUng • Spring Wear
• Beoaed/Hemp Jewelry • imported
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense •
Uniaue Candles • Tapestries • Stickers
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork
Pants • Hak Gutter (gold & saver) »
others • Body Purifiers (100*
guarantee) • Hak Cotorkig
Iwt If NT VIDEOS • Largest Collection of
Spanish Videos • Hundreds of
Children s videos • Comedy
445 E. Wooster
(At the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9
Sunday 12-6 354-0176

PI//A - J (.HEAT CRUSTS' SUPIR SUBS • BUFFALO WINC.S • Bftf AD->1IX

DOMINO'S
DELIVERS
$5.55 MENU

\

• LUNCH • DINNER • LATE NIGHT-

353-MEGA
I ASI r Mil NDLY I HI I

• NOBODY HAS (HIM PHt MIUM OUALIIY ft VAUH IY

$5.55 STUDENT VALUE MENU
-ORDER BY NUMBER OLarge Cheese Pizza
©Medium 1 -Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
•Small 2-Topping Pizza & 1 Coke
010 Wings, Breadstix & 1 Coke
•1 Footlong Sub & 1 Coke
•Cheesybread, 5-Piece Wings & 1 Coke

.

MEGA DEAL
r ti» nm wttti
US) ItllMM

•Small Cheese Pizza & 5-Piece Wings
•Small Cheese Pizza & 1 order of Cheesybread

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
1» E Vvjshinpon Sum, Bowlir^ Cittn. Ohm

419 354-6036
That Highlands - Graduate
housing. One bedroom . Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet1
From $4107mo. For more into, call

354-6036
F

Jay-Mar Apis. Quiet housing.
Spacious, laundry facilities in
building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at
$510/mo 12-mo lease.
Call 354-6036 tor a showing.
The Homestead - Graduate
Housing One and two bedroom,
A/C, on-srte laundry, ceramic tile,
soundproof construction, dishwashers, skylights, vaulted
ceilings. 354-6036.
Additional Sites to Choose from:
LIBERTY STREET,THE FARM,

ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS 990
• CHOOSE FROM 3 GREAT CRUSTS •
Handtossed, Thincrust, or Deep Dishrntsp r>sn E«tr»:
ADD TO ANY SPECIAL
A) 4 Breadstix & Sauce 99c
C) 2 Cans of Coke 99c
B) New Cheesybread S1.99
D) 5-Piece Wings S1.99

1616 E Wooster
Greenwood Center

GO FALCONS #1

SUMMIT HILL.

We II take care of you. Best
price, well maintained, privacy
and deadbolt security, large
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance.

HIGHLAND
MANAGEMENT

Student Union Spring Break
Operating Schedule
Operating Hours
7 a.m.- 6 p.m.
11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
li:3o a.m.-l:3o p.m.

Falcon's Nest
Bowl n Greenery
Pheasant Room

Saturday, March 7 & Sunday,March 8-Closed
Mondau. March 9 through Fridou. March 13
Falcon's Nest
7-.oo a.m! - 4:oo p.m.
Cafeteria line
ll:oo a.m.-l:3o p.m.
soturdau. March 14
Falcon's Nest
7:oo a.m.-4:oo p.m.
Pheasant Room
11:30 a.m.-2:oo p.m.

■*~

DINING
SERVICES

The Associated Press
Men:

$t Miller bottles
All Night!

TUBS..

$1 Well Drinks
All Night!
$1.50 Long Island

WED:

Ice Teas & Southpark
THLRS

LADIES NIGHT
$1.50 Frozen
Margaritas
Great Happy Hours

&

7:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
1 1:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.

SUN:

Open at Noon

Happy hour until 9pm
Free Popcorn
Everymght!
GREAT SANDWCHES

&

APPETgHS
HAPPY HOIR EVERYDAY
4 PM - 9PM 300 E WOOSTER

?54-*?8Q

DINING

9

University Dining Services
Spring Break Schedule

• © s
u
Dining Center

e

s

u

closes

Reopens

6:30 p.m., Thursday, March 5
2:00 p.m., Friday, March 6

7:30 a.m., Monday, March 16
8:00 a.m., Monday, March 16

2:00 p.m., Friday, March 6
Midnight, Thursday. March 5

4:30 p.m., Sunday. March 15
7:00 p.m., Monday, March 16

Midnight, Thursday, March 5

6:00 p.m., Monday, March 16

2:00 p.m.. Friday, March 6
Midnight, Thursday, March 5
10:30 p.m., Thursday, March 5

Noon, Sunday, March 15
7:00 p.m.. Monday, March 16
5:00 p.m.. Monday, March 16

6:30 p.m., Thursday, March 5
11:00 p.m., Thursday, March 5
2:00 p.m., Friday, March 6
6:30 p.m., Thursday, March 5

7:30 a.m.. Monday. March 16
6:00 p.m., Sunday. March 15
Noon, Sunday, March 15
4:30 p.m.. Monday, March 16

commons
Main Dining
Chily's Express

NEW YORK - Time magazine
celebrated Its 75th anniversary
with a gala Tuesday night that
included guests who have been
featured on the periodical's
cover.
"Tonight, Time magazine has
paid tribute to the time it not only
observed, but helped to shape -the 100 stunning years that your
founder Henry Luce so unforgettably called the American Century," President Clinton told the
audience of hundreds that included Elie Wlesel, John Glenn,
Bill Gates and Muhammad Ali.
In prepared remarks, Clinton
said President Franklin
Roosevelt was the personification of the American Century and
that the present generation could
learn from the Depression-era
leeder as it headed toward the
millennium.
"Tonight, with barely 700 days
before the new century and the
new millennium, it falls to us In
this generation to carry on America's mission," Clinton said. "To
stregthen the bonds of union, widen the circle of opportunity, and
deepen the reach of freedom."
The eclectic list of attendees
also included Sean Connery, Julia
Child, Raquel Welch, feminist
Betty Friedan and Dr. Jack Kevorkian. Even Hitler's filmmaker, Leni Rlefenstahl, was invited. Kevorkian, who hates to
fly, drove to New York for the
event. He wore a used tuxedo the first one he's ever owned.
William Glnsburg, lawyer for
former White House intern Monica Lewinsky, attended. But Ms.
Lewinsky, herself featured on a
recent Ttmecover, was not invited.
For the dinner celebration, the
seats at Radio City Music Hall
were being covered for the first
time by a tiered platform for tables and dancing.
"It's been 75 years, but we feel
really young," Time managing
editor Walter Isaacson said in a

32 oz. Jars S 2.25

FH:

Normal Operating
hours resume
Monday, March 16.

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton, glancing at the photo of a
9-year-old girl killed by driver
who had been drinking, gave his
support Tuesday to a stricter .08
percent blood-alcohol limit for
drivers nationwide.
The president encouraged
backers to push for an even
lower limit. "Our nation will not
tolerate irresponsible acts which
endanger the lives of our children," he said.
More than a half-dozen uniformed police officers joined
Clinton and Brenda Frazier, the
Maryland mother of Ashley, who
was killed in 199S, for an East
Room ceremony staged just as
the Senate began work this week
on a highway funding bill.
Mrs. Frazier, her voice unsteady, told how the girl was
struck and killed as mother and
daughter waited at the end of
their driveway for the school
bus.
"There is no one that will ever
convince me that .08 is not serious impairment," Mrs. Frazier
said. "My eyes have seen it, my

GT Deli
CT Express
Towers west

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

Normal Operating Hours Resume on Mondai/, March 16

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
IQUM HOUSING
OMOMu»nr

I
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"We agree with the mission to discourage'drunk driving but we dont need another federal mandate," Irby said. "It
ought to be up to the states to set
these limits."
Countered Lautenberg: "When
you get drunk, it's your business.
When you get drunk and drive,
it's our business."
With support from Rhode
Island Sen. John Chafee, the Republican who will be managing
debate on the highway bill, opponents nonetheless expected the
amendment to pass the Senate.
In the House, Rep. Bud Shuster, R-Pa., chairman of the
Transportation committee,
called supporters of the Senate
amendment "naive to believe
that a one-size-fits-all solution
will work for every state." Sinister instead wants federal incentives for states to adopt various
deterrents. Including the .08 percent limit.
John Doyle, spokesman for the
American Beverage Institute
I said the .08 percent limit was not
an effective measure of potential
danger and would only serve to
punish social drinkers.

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

Kreischer
Sundial Food Court
Shadows Snack Bar
Sili/er River cafe
McDonald
Main Dining

ears have heard it."
Lobbyists representing bars,
restaurants and the alcohol industry were working to defeat an
amendment introduced by Sens.
Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., and
Mike DeWlne, R-Ohio, to compel
the 35 states with a higher legal
limit of .10 percent to tighten the
definition of drunkenness to a
blood-alcohol level of .08 percent.
States that did not enforce the
lower limit by Oct. 1, 2001, would
lose a portion of their federal
transportation funds.
The proposed change would
mean that a 170-pound man
drinking on an empty stomach,
would be likely to reach the .08
percent level after four drinks such as 12-ounce beers or
5-ounce glasses of wine - in one
hour. The average 137-pound
woman would be considered
legally drunk under the proposed
limit after consuming three
drinks in one hour.
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss., opposes the
measure but would not block a
vote in the Senate, which could
come as early as Wednesday,
said spokeswoman Susan I rby.

(Too many to list)

bttgjBMP
The Galley Snack Bar
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Billy Graham arrives at the 75th Time anniversary celebration at Radio
City Music Hall.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

founders
Food Court
Snack Bar

telephone interview.
readers In 210 countries, and
The magazine was launched in ranked third last year in maga1923 by two Yale students. Luce zine ad revenue with $533.2 miland Briton Hadden, as "a brief, lion. On Monday, Adweek named
readable chronicle of significant It "Hottest Magazine of the
events."
Year."
Over the years, the price of the
Isaacson said Time has
New York-based weekly went changed since Luce's days, when
from 15 cents to $2.95 as it grew he called it "a very opinionated
into one of the magazine in- journal."
dustry's leaders in circulation
"Now we hope to be based on
and advertising revenue.
great reporting and good stoIt now has more than 31 million rytelling," he said.

Clinton supports drinking limits
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Ohioans propose bills to deter teen smoking
The Associated Press
DAYTON - Lawmakers trying
to snuff out teen smoking in Ohio
want to penalize smokers as well
as their suppliers but disagree
over how best to do it. Some people say new laws of any kind
aren't the best approach.
Tobacco-Free Ohio does not
want minors punished until current laws dealing with cigarette
are enforced, said Michelle
Chippas, project director of the
group.
"Our biggest problem is to get
local law enforcement to enforce
the laws on the books," added
Scott Brown, a coordinator for
the Ohio Department of Alcohol
and Drug Addiction Services.
While it is a misdemeanor to
sell cigarettes to a minor in Ohio,
a minor who buys cigarettes is
not breaking the law.
Sen. Rhine McUn, D-Dayton,
proposed a bill last July to make
it illegal for minors to possess
cigarettes.
Mcl.in's bill would classify
offenders as "unruly" and set

penalties. Those include requirements that the teen-ager
take smoking-cessation classes,
perform community service in
health care-related fields and
write essays on the dangers of
smoking.
Sen. Robert Latta, R-Bowling
Green, is sponsoring a similar
bill, but it includes a $250 fine for
a third possession offense.
Mcl.in said that would defeat
the purpose of her bill, which is
not to criminalize smoking but to
educate teen-agers. Latta said his
intention is to hit the youths in
the wallet.
Sen. Grace Drake, R-Solon, is
sponsoring a bill that would increase the age to buy cigarettes
from 18 to 21 and to increase
fines against vendors who sell
cigarettes to minors. After a
third offense, vendors would be
banned from selling cigarettes.

Ohio releases teen
smoking statistics

Ohio legislators
crack down
on teen smoking

□ Selling tobacco to minors is a misdemeanor, but
purchasing tobacco as a minor carries no punishment.
The Associated Press

__^__

Some facts about teen-age smoking in Ohio:
■ Each year minors buy 12.6 million packs of cigarettes.
■ Ohio is one of 10 states that do not regulate- tobacco use by minors. Twenty-six states have laws against minor possession, and 37
have laws against minor purchase and use.
■ If Ohio passes a bill to raise the smoking age to 21, it will be the
first state to do so.
■ Sixty-nine percent of high school students have tried cigarette
smoking, and 22 percent smoked a whole cigarette for the first time
before age 13.

Montgomery County Sheriff
Gary Haines said his office
would enforce any of those bills
if they passed, but It would not be
given the highest priority.

Sources: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, U.S. Surgeon
General, American Journal of' Public Health and Ohio Risk Behavior
Survey.

Army officer strongly denies sexual harassment allegations
The Associated Press
FORT BELVOIR, Va. - The
Army's former top enlisted man
took the stand Tuesday and
forcefully denied allegations that
he sexually harassed six military
women, suggesting that some of
them were out for revenge.
Sgt. Maj. Gene McKinney
firmly rejected the most serious
allegation - that he forced a subordinate who was nearly eightmonths pregnant into sex - by
saying he actually had talked her
out of having an abortion.
"I felt there was a child in the
world because of me," McKinney
said.
McKinney is charged with 19
counts, including assault, adultery and obstruction of justice.
"Did you commit any of these
offenses with which you are
charged?" one of his lawyers, Lt.

Col. James Gerstenlauer, asked
at the start of McKinney's testimony.
"No sir, I committed none of
those offenses," McKinney replied in a strong, clear voice.
As he stood before taking the
stand, his wife, Wilhemina,
reached forward to touch his
back. As McKinney sat down, he
smiled back at her.
McKinney, 47, the former sergeant major of the Army, is on
trial on charges of groping or
crudely pressuring six women
for sex since 1994. He could get
55 1/2 years in prison If convicted.
His lawyers have argued that
all six accusers are lying.
McKinney, who is black, also has
said the court-martial Is racially
biased. All his accusers are
white.
McKinney testified that he had

rescinded a job offer to Sgt.
Christine Roy after learning she
was pregnant because the job entailed too much travel and stress.
He said she offered to have an
abortion if he would give her the
job, but that he talked her out of
it.
McKinney denied seeing or
speaking with Ms. Roy on Oct. 30,
1996, the night she testified he
forced himself on her as she sat
on a couch in his Army quarters.
"I never had sexual Intercourse with Roy whatsoever, sir,"
McKinney said.
McKinney also denied doctoring a document that defense attorneys argue establish his alibi
for that night.
McKinney signed in for an oil
change at a do-it-yourself auto
repair shop, but an Army prosecutor has suggested McKinney
later altered the sign-in sheet.

McKinney also suggested that
at least two other of his accusers
were out for revenge, one for being fired and the other because
he rejected her advances.
He said that at the time his
first accuser alleges he molested
her in a Hawaiian hotel room in
April 1996, he was actually dismissing her as his spokeswoman
and speechwriter.
He said he became frustrated
with Sgt. Maj. Brenda Hoster
when she began berating her coworkers during a staff meeting.
He said he stalked out of the
meeting, then asked to speak privately with Ms. Hoster in her
room, a few doors down from the
room where his wife was staying.
Speaking in a calm voice and
looking alternately at his lawyer
and the jury, McKinney recalled
telling Ms. Hoster "I'm just going to tell you I'm tired of you not

meeting the standards. I'm tired
of the complaints I've been hearing. ... It's time for you to seek
employment elsewhere."
Ms Hoster previously testified
that McKinney showed up in her
room unannounced and crudely
propositioned her. She said that
when she rebuffed him, he
picked her up and said, "I could
take you right here."
McKinney said the trip was
memorable because it was the
first one he and his wife had
made together since their only
son was killed in a car crash the
month before.
He said another accuser Navy Petty Officer Johnna Vinson - actually came on to him
during a luncheon at a 1996 conference, brushing her arm and
leg against him as they sat with
several other people.
He asked to speak with her

privately and chose the entrance
veranda of the hotel because it
was a very public place.
"I said to her, 'What were you
trying to prove back there at the
luncheon?'" he testified.
He said Ms Vinson replied by
complimenting his appearance,
and he hinted that he might tell
his Navy counterpart, the Chief
Petty Officer of the Navy, that
she was flirting with him.
"She displayed a little bit of
concern," he said, adding that he
never reported it.
A jury of four officers and four
enlisted personnel is hearing the
case.
McKinney was scheduled to return to the stand Wednesday. The
first black sergeant major of the
Army was removed from the job
last year after the allegations became public.

HELP WANTED BGSU STUDENTS
Student Union Dining Services
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We arc now hiring lor the following shifts: (all positions arc lor Spring Semester 1998).
Flexible schedules to fit around your classes. Wages above minimum wage.
Many benefits including meal coupons, merit raises and retention raises.

L* =

Falcon's Neil
Coffee (Bake Shop) Hiring 3 positions at the following times ($5.20 per hour)
10:30am-1:00pm M,T. W, T, F
2:30pm-6:30pm
T
l:30pm-3:30pm
W
Soda Shop Hiring 2 positions at the following times ($5.20 per hour)
3:00pm-8:00pm
6:00pm-11:30pm

T,R
T,W

Cashier Miring two positions Student will receive
higher pay rate al the completion of Training ($5 35 per hour)
l:00pm-5:00pm
2:00pm-7:00pm
1045am-1:30pm
2:00pm-7:00pm

"i?

M.T&
Saturday A
M, F&
Saturday B

Grill Hiring 6 positions Student will receive higher pay
rate at the completion of Training ($5.20 per hour).
9:30am-l :30pm
ll:30am-l:30pm
11 ;00 am-3pm
4:00pm-6:00pm
6:00pm-ll :30pm
Utility Hiring 3 positions
6:30am-l0:00am
W00am-2:00pm
2:00pm-7:00pm

T, R,F
M, W
T. R
M, T.W
M. F
($5.20 per hour)
M, W, F
M. F
M. F

Sanitation Hiring 1 or 2 positions ($5.20 per hour)
5:00am-8:00am
M, T. W, R.F
l:30am-4:00am
F, S
Pizza Shop Hiring 7 positions ($5.20 per hour)
1000am-3:OOpm M. W
ll:00pm-4:00am M, W
Shifts
11 00am-4:00pm T, R
Available
ll:00pm-4:00am T, R
7:00pm-11:30pm R
9:00pm-12:30am R
ll:00pm-4:00am Sunday
8:00pm-12:00
Sat
9:00pm-2:00am
Sat
9:00pm-2:00am
Fri
Salad Area Hiring 2 Positions ($5.20 per hour)
10:30am-2.00pm
4:00pm-8:00pm
9:00am-l :00pm

W, F
W, R
F

Production employees Preparing Food for Service Hiring 4 Positions
will receive higher pay al completion of Training. ($5.20 per hour)
ll:00am-3:00pm M. W, F
9:00am-l :30pm
M, W. F
2:00pm-6:00pm
M. F
Noon-2:3i)pm
F
4:30pm-8:30pm
M
MM 'ix-|> Will help prepare haked goods for the Union

Hiring 3 |K>silions ($5.20 per hour).
7:30am- 10:30am M.T.W.T, F
9:00am-Noon
M, W, F
Kitchen Clean Up & Dishmuchine
Hiring 5 positions ($5.20 per hour).
9:00am-Noon
2:00pm-5:00pm
5:00pm-8:30pm
8:00pm-ia00pm
3:O0pm-6:0Opm

M, W, R. F
T, W, R.
M, T, W.R.F
R
F

flr V

Pruut Hiring 6 positions ($5.20 per hour)
Sludent Supervisor
9:00am- 1:00pm
T, R
l:00pm-4:00pm
F
Food Service Worker
10:00am- 1:00pm M. T, R

10; 00am- 1:00pm
10:30am- 1:30pm
l:00pm-3:30pm
l:OOpm-3:30pm

M,
M.
M,
M,

F
W
W, F
W. F

Bowl n Greenery ($5.2C per hour)
ll:30am-2:30
T
4:00pm-8:00pm
W
5:30pm-8:00pm
W
Noon-2:30pm '
R
Sanitation
8:()0pm-9:30pm
M, W, R
3:00-4:30pm
F
Employees will also be asked to work 1 shift every olher wei
To apply, contact any member of managemenl in the
Falcon's Nest to fillout an application

\
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Sports Editor
Jason McMahon
372-2602
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EMU, Miami advance to finals
□ Eastern Michigan upsets top-seeded Ball
State to join Miami, who
defeated Kent, in tonight's championship
game.

Howtobea
BGfanatic
Watching the epic DukeNorth Carolina basketball rematch this weekend, I realized
a few things.
One, the Cameron Crazies
are aptly named.
Two, either Duke or North
Carolina WILL win the NCAA
Tournament.
Three, there is an ambiance
that college basketball is supposed to have that's lacking
here at BG.
Why cant there be "Falcon
Frenzies" bouncing up and
down on the stands that way
that the Crazies do? Why does
"The House That Roars" often
seem to be content in a whisper? Why are the colors Orange and Brown sporadically
placed throughout the arena
instead of blanketing it?
Why Is It that BGSU can't
cut loose and get behind the
Orange and Brown with all it's
might?
The bottom line is this: college basketball notoriety
(read:tournament births)
comes from respect. Respect
comes from tradition. Tradition begins in two places: on
the court and in the stands.
BG just got some major
press due to Antonio Daniels.
If Anthony Stacey comes back
at full strength, he could generate the same attention. Say
what you will about coach Dan
Daklch this season, I still
firmly believe that for the future, he's the man to lead this
programSo the court tradition is being generated. The other half
of building tradition is up to
us, the student body and fans.
I want to ask this now and if
I can get some responses via email, I will post them in a future column. Why don't you go
to basketball games? If you do,
why don't you cheer? Why
don't you wear the colors of
BGSU?
Please take this seriously as
I'd like to get some conversation going on the subject. In
the meantime, for those who
do want to support the Falcons
but don't know how, here's my
guide on "How to Be a Good
Fan."
■ Go to the games. It's a lot
harder to generate noise and
spirit when the arena is half
full. Those who remember
what it was like last year In the
strech run can appreciate
what a packed house means in
terms of decible level.
■ Wear Orange and Brown.
Take a look at what Ohio Stadium looks like when the
Buckeyes play there. It's literally a sea of scarlet and
gray. Turn Anderson Arena
into that sea and the scenario
looks a lot more intimidating
for the Falcons' opponents.
■ Above all, BE LOUD!
Cheer your brains out when
you go to games. That's what is
supposed to make going there
fun. SICSIC, Freddie and the
cheerleaders do their jobs

• See LEONARD, page nine.

ByJIMTOCCO
The BG News
TOLEDO -- Earl Boykins
scored 35 as Eastern Michigan
eeked out a thrilling 93-92 overtime victory over Ball State to
advance to the Mid-American
Conference Championship game.
For Boykins, the game was not
only a chance to return to the
championship game for the second consecutive year, but an opportunity to culminate a careerlong rivalry with MAC MVP
Bonzi Wells. It was the third time
this year that the 5-5 guard and
his team got the best of the Cardinals and their NBA-bound forward.
"Bonzi Wells. He's such a great
offensive player that he causes
me to raise my level of play,"
Boykins said. "When he steps on
the court, I know I can't have a
mediocre game. Bonzi brings out
the best in me."
Boykins' game was anything
Auoctatrd press paata
but mediocre. In addition to his
Eastern's Earl Boykins drives on Ball Slate's Duane Clemens in the first scoring output, Boykins had sevhalf of last night's MAC sent ifinals.
en steals, including one with nine

seconds remaining In overtime to
seal the win.
"It was a typical Earl day,"
said EMU coach Milton Barnes.
"He's not Just a good little guard,
he's a great player. Every team
we play has a strategy to stop
Earl and he still finds a way to
get It done."
Wells managed just 24 points
and fouled out or his final MAC
game with 3:52 left in overtime.
He was ejected on a charge call
drawn by Boykins.
When Wells stepped orf the
court, his team led, 88-84. They
would let Eastern go on a 7-0 run
in the next two and a half
minutes.
A layup by BSU forward Lamont Roland with 37 seconds remaining pulled Ball State to
within one point. On the ensuing
possession, Jerome Davis fouled
James Head, and Head missed
both free throws badly.
Boykins didn't watch. He had
made the mistake of passing to
the team's worst free-throw
shooter (44 percent) in a situation
where Ball State had to foul - instead of letting BSU foul him.
The senior from Cleveland
shoots nearly 81 percent from
the line.
But 12 seconds later, Boykins
would redeem himself by intercepting a Roland pass and running out of time.
Derrick Dial added 31 points
for the Eagles. Derrick dialed 3

Eastern Michigan .. .93
Ball State
92
f-MKrt)CAN«3 (1*-9)
Dial 11»U 11. /*K 4-* M 11, Ennvw.
1-4 0-2 2, toyton. 11-21 6-4 25, llcma.il I*
CH> 4, Head 1-* 2-10 4, Foratiam 04) 0-2 0, Tarrant 2-3 O-O 4. William 0-1 0-0 0. Totah 25-70
14-204X
Mil ST. 92 (21-7)
tahnaol 0-2 0-0 0, Wrlli 9-17 4* 24, teed
2-S 041 4, Oaman* 7-12 04) IS, Itoaitr 1-2 04)
2, Davti 5-4 O-l 10, Snath MUD, Maaon 1-7
1-4 9, Hanlam 4-6 2-4> 10. Roland 5-10 7a is.
lotah K-47 14-25 92.
HaMma - 1. Mchiaan 45. tall St 17. Vp..nt
anah - i. Mchlgan 9-2* (Dial 6-9, Boytum 1-9,
Tarrant O-l. Howard 0-2. Head O-S), tall St.
4-12 (Walls 2-5, Omni 1-1. (aland 1-1. Horiar 0-1, fMaaen 0-2). Foutad out - Eaajwu,
WHh. Hfhounoa - t Michigan IS (Zajac 10),
■aM St- 19 (Wrlft) 9). Aamh - L Mkhiaan 20
(Soykio. 7), la* St. l b I Wrlli 9). Total foul. - E.
Miduaan 22, tall St. 21. Tachnkal foul - OammLA- IU.

six times, going 6-for-9 from behind the arc.
Eastern completes the season
sweep, taking all three from the
Cardinals. The Eagles have a
chance to redeem themselves for
last year's championship loss to
Miami.
"Last year I said that we'd be
back," Barnes said. "Now that
we're here, it's a great feeling to
be back."
For Ball State, all they can do is
cling to their 21-7 record and

• See FINALS, page nine.

Co-captains are a study in contrast
□ Kevin Darling and
Tom Stoltz, the captains
of BG's men's swimming and diving team,
have different personalities but both excel in
the pool.
By MICHAEL LEONARD
The BG News

Mid-American Conference

Men's Swimming Championships
Ball
Eastern
Bowling
State
Michigan
Green
Hood Coach: Rand> J ulian
Becurd: 2-1S (MS MAC!)
Key Swimmers:

At first glance, the captains of
the BG men's swim team might
seem like a study in contrasts.
One talks freely with a slight
southern drawl. The other speaks
with a pointed European accent.
One Is a very vocal leader who
gives advice freely. The other
does his best work in the pool and
leads by example.
One admits that there are better swimmers than he on the
team. The other is one of the
finest swimmers in BG history
and owns several school records.
Yet Kevin Darling and Tom
Stoltz have two things in common: excellence in the classroom
and a desire to see the Falcons
climb out of the Mid-American
Conference cellar this weekend.
Falcon coach Randy Julian is
uniform in his praise of his captains.
"Kevin is a warrior," Julian
said. "His strength is his work
ethic. I think Kevin Darling is going to lead this team to an outstanding performance," Julian
said.
"Tom Stoltz ... he leads by academic excellence, he leads by a
lot of class, and then, of course,
his performance in the pool is
excellent."
> Set CONTRAST, page nine.
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Apartment living
NOT
what you expected?

Head Coach:

Bob 'llionKis
Record:
6-4 (2-3 MACl
Score vs. BG:
Ball St., 160-83
Key Swimmers:
Dave Garrow * diving
Louwrens Applecryn • distance
freestyle IIM
Ben ChristoiTel • sprint freestyle
Outlook:
Garrow is the MAC'S best diver but
the Cardinals lack depth in the
water. Exptct Ball State to finish in
the middle of the pack.

Northern
Illinois
Head Coach:

Jeanne Fleck
Record:
5-7(0-4 MACi
Score va. BG:
BG, 134-109
Key Swimmer;
Mic Coyne • IM

Outlook:
BG has a good chance of climbing out of tha cellar for the first
time since 1992. Johnson has a
chance for the double gold in the
100- and 200-yard bresjtstroke
while StolU' best chance ii in
the 200-yard freestyle.

Outlook:
In their first year in the MAC,
Northern has been spanked by veteran members. Anything but a seventhplace finish would be a major upset.

Head Coach:
Peter Linn
Record:
12-3 (5-1 MAC)
Score vs. BG:
EMU, 143-95

Head Coach:
Peter Lindsay
Record:
5-7 (2-4 MAC)
Score vs. BG:
Miami, 159-141

Key Swimmera:
Mark Leonard • distance freestyle
Chris Dix • sprint freestyle

Key Swimmers:
Kevin Northup • bultefly/lM
Cameron Rose • breaststroke
Brennan Warren • sprint freestyle

Outlook:
After being unseated for the first
time in 17 years last season, the
Eagles want their MAC title bock.
Leonard is one of the best distance
swimmers in the nation and possibly
the beat in MAC history.

Ohio

Call Newman Housing
jfor details on hassle-free living!
354-2191
r

| j | III J_J_lL
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Outlook:
The defending champion RedHawks
have lost a step. Northrup and Rose
are both versatile but their events
are loaded with talent.

Toledo

Head Coach:
Greg Werner
Record:
5-7(3-'2MAC)
Score va. BG:
Ohio. 141-93

Head Coach:
Brian Sharar
Record:
9-0 (5-0 MAC)
Score va. BG:
UT, 143-100

Key Swimmers:
Doug Grebe • freestylellM
Kacy Culver • diving
Vermund Ventes • freestyle

Key Swimmer:
Dan Drager • freestyle
Ross Powells * backxtroke
Tim McCann • backstroke
Outlook:
Undefeated Toledo has steamrolled
everyone in the MAC except Ohio. It
will be interesting to see how the
Rockets perform at the home site of
their closest competitor in the regular
season. If form holds, Toledo should
walk away with the title

Outlook:
The Bobcats have pulled two upsets
and given Toledo a scare at their
home pool. Since the Ohio University
Aquatic Centre is this year's venue,
the Bobcats could be a factor.

compiled by Mike Leonard

Source: The Mid American Conlerence and its member schools

BG News Graphic by Scott Brown

International Programs and .
t^r^ih"^'
The World Student Association Present: ,y'$*Ji5E>r

international Dinner 1998

•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing!
•Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
•utilities included
"space available immediately
•no rent payments during school breaks
|*semester leases
•close to campus
|«on-site laundry facility

K

Men's Basketball

Tickets oo tale

Tuesday. Much 17
9:0Oam-S:0Opm
Union Foyer

«
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Four senior icers finish
careers this weekend

era

By WILLIAM SANDERSON
The BG News

OTES

This weekend four BG hockey
players will play In the final
game of their college careers.
BG finishes the year out with
j^^
Hockey
Michigan and Miami this weekend. Before Saturday's game
against Miami, a ceremony will
night. Jones had previously sufbe held to say goodbye to the four
fered a shoulder separation. He
senior Falcons. The Bowling
Lamarre
is doubtful for action this weekArmbrusler
Green seniors moving on are
end.
Previous to this year, ArmDave Faulkner, Brad Holzinger,
Adam Lamarre and Kevin Arm- bruster had received only limited
Williams played his first game
b raster.
playing time. He has scored five since breaking his ankle over
The 7-26-3 Falcons will have to goals and two assists, after com- Christmas on Saturday against
win both games to avoid finishing ing in with only eight points in Ohio State. Powers thought he
in last place in the Central Colle- his previous three years.
played well as Williams showed
Defenseman Adam Lamarre no ill effects.
giate Hockey Association. The
lOth-place team, Alaska- also logged a lot of playing time
Fairbanks, finished its season after seeing a limited role before. Valentine scores two
Lamarre who is more of a stay-atlast week.
Needless to say, this year has home style defenseman has a -11
In another pair of two-goal
not been an ideal senior year for plus-minus rating and 63 penalty games for the Falcon offense,
the group. The entire team has minutes.
half of BG's scoring came from
Although they struggled in the freshman left wing Curtis Valenvigorously struggled with
offense and the senior class is no scoring columns, Powers feels tine. Valentine had a goal in each
the seniors have played an im- of last weekend's games.
expception.
"Obviously this has been an ex- portant part in team leadership.
Valentine's totals are now sev"They're quality people," en goals and eight assists.
tremely difficult year to be a
senior," BG coach Buddy Powers Powers said. "They've been a
Dan Price and Brad Newman
said. "I'm sure they didn't positive asset in almost all re- had the other Falcon markers.
achieve the things they wanted to spects other than scoring. Things Price still leads the Falcons with
26 points.
achieve as a team or personally." just did not go their way.
"I don't think any of the seniors
Faulkner, Holzinger and Armbruster were all expected to be ever gave it up. They continued
Newman, who has played in
major contributors offensively. to play hard. They have always only 23 of BG's games, has two
remained
postive."
Holzinger and Faulkner are
goals and two assists. Newman
fourth and fifth respectively in
has been playing well recently
team scoring.
and is beginning to get more ice
Injury update
Holzinger, the team captain,
time.
has 17 points going into this
Both Mike Jones and Dennis
week, but only four of those Williams came back from their Time change
points have been goals. His ca- respective injuries this weekend.
reer totals are 22 goals and 38 as- Unfortunately for Jones another
The start of Saturday's game
sists for 60 points.
against Miami has been moved
injury popped up.
Faulkner has been snake bit all
back one hour to 8 p.m. The
BC.Ntwinitpli«.
season. After a 24-point season
During his first game since change is made to accomodate
last year, Faulkner has only been late January, Jones suffered the Ohio High School Athletic
able to score seven goals and back spasms in the middle of the Association Ice Hockey Cham- Zach Ham and the rest of the Falcon hockey team hosts Michigan Friday and Miami Saturday to close out
the 1997-98 season.
nine assists this year.
game against Miami Friday pionships.

4 *k -

)

Continued from page eight.
"I think these two guys with
very different personalities have
done a very good job of cocaptaining this team," Julian
said.
The background of both captains is very interesting. Darling
comes from a local hotbed of
swimming:
Cincinnati. A
graduate of
Cincinnati Anderson, Darling
grew up in the
same area that
produced
former U.S.
^_» T>
Olympian Joe
Hudepol. Darling, however,
Darling
has no such aspirations.
"There are a few guys on this
team that I can beat," Darling
laughs. Stoltz, however, does
have very high aspirations. A
native of the European nation of
Luxembourg, Stoltz already owns
every school record in every
freestyle distance from 200
yards on up.
After spending two years at
BG, Stoltz returned home in 1996
to compete with the Luxembourg
national team where he barely
missed qualifying for the Olympics in Atlanta. Earlier this
season, Stoltz made an appearance on the international stage as
he represented Luxembourg at

o

LEONARD

FINALS

CONTRAST
the World Swimming Championships in Perth, Austrailia
"I swim freestyle. That's all I've ever swam," Stoltz said. "I've
seen the distance of my favorite
event go down. I used to love the
mile, now I'm more into the 500
and 200."
Darling said that losing Stoltz
for two weeks to the World
Championships was huge.
"We don't have the depth to fill
his spot," Darling said. "Knowing
that he's there just brings up the
level of everybody. I was hoping
he would catch a flight back
early."
Team depth, or lack thereof, is
something the captains are well
aware of.
"Whether we can put two guys
in a race and look over and see
that they've got five guys ... we're giving away a point even if we
win the event," Darling said.
Depth problems aside, both
captains are certain of what their
team needs to accomplish.
"We have to have great prelims," Darling said. "If we can
get to the finals, I totally belive
that we can (compete). I think it's
going to be key for us to get the
ball rolling (on the first day)."
"I'd like to see a lot of relay records fall and I'd like to see a lot
of (personal) records fall," Stoltz
said. "I'd like to see us not be last
after the third day, point wise."

Are you fed up with rental
agencies that treat you like
your just a check?
COME JOIN OUR
RENTAL FAMILY!
Newlove Realty/
Rentals

323 5. Main St.
352-5620
(our only office)
Come, visit our office to pick up your
free brochure of over 400 apartments.
houses, and duplexes in many locations

Continued from page eight.
hope for some consideration
from the NCAA selection committee.
"We were the co-champions of
the league throughout the
season," BSU coach Ray McCallum said "(The MAC) will get the
word out that Ball State deserves
to be in the NCAA."
Miami 64 Kent 59
Miami ensured a rematch of
last year's championship game
with 64-59 victory Tuesday night.
Anthony Taylor led the seventh-seated RedHawks with 22
points.
Miami, 17-11, played just seven
players and cruised in the final

minutes, taking just 11 shots in Continued from page eight.
the second half.
well, but unless we all get into it,
Kent's leading scorer Ed Nor- it's just not as fun to go to the
vell shot just 3-for-17 from the games.
floor and tallied just 10 points. As
If "Ay Ziggy Zoomba" annoys
a team, Kent shot just 32 percent. you, get some people together
"I think I let my team down," and make up your own cheers. It
couldn't hurt. Heck, you just
Norvell said.
might invent the next "Ay Ziggy
The RedHawks are still with- Zoomba"if you try.
out head coach Charlie Coles,
who suffered a heart attack at
Saturday's quarterfinal against
Western Michigan.
"I spoke to him briefly today
and he said to go out there and do
what I'd want you to do, which is
win," said captain Wally Szczerbiak. "He told us he loved us and
it was total support all the way."
"I think he's still with us spiritually," Taylor said.

Home City Ice,

(he little 4ti.f)
FRIDAY, MARCH 13
for Inventory

_

WILL REOPEN
Monday, March 16 at 8:30 a.m.

Home City
Ice Company

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

(University Union)

WILL BE CLOSED

My rationale for being a fan is
simple: I chose to come to BG.
And so did everyone else who's
ever set foot on this campus.
BGSU is what we make of it. Why
don't we try making it a fun
place, in one aspect, for a change.
Michael Leonard is the weekly
writer of The Blasting Post. If you
wish to contact him to answer the
questions in this column, do so at
lmike@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan
Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

Monday,Tuesday <£ 1
Wednesday Only!
HOT OFF
A

P*n

7f*£ P

*ESS<
end

***** ;z >°"

$9.00

Extra cheese and items available at an additional charge. Please ment<on
special when ordering Expires 5-6-98

Call Now for Free Delivery!*

OKT OF

^•"*IJ|/"* Af*C\

352-3080

"Limited Delivery Area. Minimum order required

BJB1B1B/BIB

1400 Napoleon Road 352-9135
Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2

~\

r-
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Pioneer Doby enters Hall
The Associated Press

TAMPA, Fla - More than a
half-century ago, Larry Doby
walked into a Cleveland clubhouse where some teammates
would not even shake his hand.
On Tuesday, he got a much
warmer welcome from the Hall
of Fame.
Doby, the first black player in
the American League, was an
easy choice as the Veterans
Committee voted in its full limit
of four new members.
Former AL president Lee
MacPhail, Negro leagues star
"Bullet" Joe Rogan and turnof-the-century shortstop "Gorgeous" George Davis also were
elected.
Induction ceremonies will be
July 26 in Cooperstown, N.Y. Don
Sutton will be enshrined, too,
having been chosen by the Baseball Writers Association of
America in January.
"You look back 51 years ago
and you never thought this type
of situation would come about,"
Doby said by telephone from
Southern California, where he
was visiting former Brooklyn
pitcher Don Newcombe.
"You think about some of the
changes that have happened in
baseball," he said. "It's a feeling
of struggle in the past. It's a feeling of a certain amount of relief.
It's a great feeling."
Doby, a seven-time All-Star
outfielder who went on to become a manager and an executive, had come close before. The
last two years, in fact, he was at a
Tampa hotel, hoping and waiting
for a joyous call that never came.

Sports Briefs
Cleaves named Big Ten Player of the Year

Doby, 73 and undergoing chemotherapy for a cancerous kidney that was removed in October,
is a special assistant to AL president Gene Budig.
"Few have done so much for
the game," said Budig, who appointed Doby and was present in
Tampa when the results were
announced.
The 13-man Veterans panel,
which included Ted Williams,
Stan Musial and Yogi Berra, does
not announce its vote totals. It
took 75 percent for election,
meaning 10 votes, and the choice
of Doby was described by one
committee member as a simple
one.

PARK RIDGE, 111. - Sophomore guard Mateen Cleaves, who
led surprising Michigan State to a share of the Big Ten title, has
been selected at the conference's player of the year.
Cleaves, who averaged 15.6 points and 7.5 assists per game,
was chosen as the top player in voting by both media members
and league coaches.
Behind the play of Cleaves, the Spartans shared the league
crown with Illinois -- Michigan State's first title since 1989-90.
Northwestern's Evan Eschmeyer, who averaged a leagueleading 11 rebounds, made the first team for the second straight
year. Eschmeyer, who has petitioned the NCAA for a sixth year
of eligibility after missing two seasons with injuries, finished
second in scoring with 21.6 points per game.
He is joined on the media and coaches' first team by Cleaves,
Illinois guard Kevin Turner and Michigan center Robert "Tractor" Traylor.
Indiana's A.J. Guyton was picked first team by the media while
Purdue's Chad Austin was chosen first team by the coaches.

Bengals running back Dillon arrested

Doby did not always have it so
easy, however.

On July 5, 1947, just 11 weeks
after Jackie Robinson broke
baseball's color barrier, Doby
joined the Indians. Though he
would go on to hit .283 with 253
home runs and 969 RBIs in a big
league career that lasted through
1959, his locker room reception
that first day was chilly.
"Very tough," Doby recalled.
"I'd never faced any circumstances like that. Teammates
were lined up and some would
greet you and some wouldn't.
You could deal with it, but it was
hard."
Doby was honored by the Indians during All-Star weekend
festivities last July at Jacobs
Field.
MacPhail, 80, became part of
history with his election. His dad,
Larry, was already in the Hall,
making the MacPhails the first
father-son tandem to be so honored.

SEATTLE - Cincinnati Bengals running back Corey Dillon was
arrested early today in an investigation of drunken driving, an
allegation he denied.
Dillon, 23, was pulled over about 1 a.m. after officers said they
saw him make turns without signaling and possibly speeding,
police said.

Rolen signs extension with Phillies
clatedPiYM phrto
Larry Doby, the first black player in the American League, was inducted into baseball's Hall of Fame on Tuesday.

CLEARWATER, Fla. - NL Rookie of the Year Scott Rolen
agreed to a new contract with the Philadelphia Phillies, accepting $10 million over four years.
Rolen will get $750,000 this year, $1 million next year, $2.5 million in 2000 and $5.5 million in 2001.
compiled from wire reports

Martin adjusts to Nike Tour circus
The Associated Press

AUSTIN, Texas ~ The Nike
Tour now has its own Tiger
Woods-style circus.
"It's a zoo," Casey Martin said
Tuesday. "But I'm flattered. I'm
grateful. I admit it's all a bit
overwhelming. I never dreamed
this would happen."
Martin, the disabled golfer who
legally won the right to ride a
golf cart, begins play Thursday
in the Greater Austin Open, his
first tournament since his court
victory over the PGA Tour.
He drew more than ISO media
members Tuesday to his news
conference, which was held in a
jammed tent and televised
nationally by some outlets. This
Nike tournament drew 27 media

requests last year.
A federal magistrate ruled for
Martin on Feb. 11. He had sued
for the right to ride a cart to accommodate his rare circulatory
disorder that makes it painful to
walk.
Martin, who played on the
Stanford golf team with Woods,
said his fame has become dizzying.
"I guess I'm almost a celebrity," he said. "Everywhere I go
people know me."
This fame has brought Martin
sponsorship deals with Hartford
Life Insurance, Spalding golf
balls, Ping clubs, and Nike.
Martin, who won the lakeland
(Fla) Nike Classic in his first
tournament of the year, said his
golf game is "shaky" because of

Tight On Funds?
A
Split it With a Friend ^

FREE

*

To

y* JAZZ NIGHT,.

1027 N. Main ST.

Expires 3/13/98

VINGS

19 and Over Every Niqhl

The word's out on BG's

preferred Internet service.
And lots of folks
are racing to join.

*

So ... what are YOU waiting for?
DACOR Computer Systems
BG's preferred Internet provider
519 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green
352.3568 sales@dacor.com www.dacor.net

DACOR

OUR
SALE OF
THE YEAR
SAVE UP TO

$200

Housing.
Come join our rental family!
Visit our o.
your free
nouses and
duplexes in
,manu
locations.

ON COLLEGE RINGS

/IRT(7IRVED\

COLLEGE JEWELRY

$25.QO
, Deposit

/

Begins at 10:00

QniendBy's

MONUMENTAL

'lowest Prices of the Year"
Representative at The University Bookstore
Marcf 2-5 11a.m.-4p.m.

Martin has been criticized in
some quarters for using a cart
but recently received support
from Greg Norman.
"It was great for Greg to call
me," Martin said.
Someone who hasn't called is
Woods, who has backed the PGA
Tour in the dispute.
"I haven't heard from Tiger
but I think he has been given a
bad rap," Martin said. "He was
just being honest. He's not
against me."
Martin said he has gotten some
humorous suggestions on how to
help his condition.
"A wrestler wanted to put me
in a harness and carry me down
the fairway," Martin said. "I
think Mr. (Tim) Finchem (the
PGA Tour commissioner) is
happy I can't do that one."
Other players in this Nike;
event, which begins Thursday,
were bemused by the turnout.

Turkey Club Supermelt
With the purchase of
another Supermetl

This coupon cannot be used with any other discount or
promotional otter Only one coupon per ttem per visit
"Tax additional where applicable 60fH

Bowling Green

the trial and his business dealings.
"I haven't been playing that
much," he said. "I've played
maybe eight or nine times since I
was in Florida. I just hope my
competitive nature comes out.
It's hard to concentrate when you
deal with stuff you've never dealt
with before. Sometimes I'm near
exhaustion."
Martin turned down an invitation to play in this week's regular
PGA Tour event at Doral, saying
"I'm not ready yet."
He added: "I have mixed feeling about turning it down. I know
why I was invited. I'm the guy
who rides. I can make news. But I
want to make my tournament
card by playing out here."
Martin missed qualifying for
the regular tour by two shots. He
needs two more victories on the
Nike Tour to make it to golf's big
leagues.

325 S. (Iain
, 352r5620 N
(our only office)

NEWLOVE REALTY
RENTALS
320 S. Maul
(Our only of/ice)

352-5620
702 FOURTH
•2 bdrm. furn. apts.
•2 car garage
•Extra Storage room
•large wood deck
•washer/dryer in bldg.

309 HIGH
• 2 bdrm. apts.
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•Close to Campus
•washer/dryer in bldg.

507 CAST MERRY
•2 bdrm. furn. apts.
• ACROSS STREET from
Campus
• FREE water & sewer
•Washer/dryer In bldg.

824 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. apts.
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer
•Washer/ dryer In bldg.

EM3 SIXTH
•2 bdrm. unfurn. apts.
•2 baths
•Dishwashers
•washer/dryer in bldg.

,£*

NEWLOVE REALTY Lp
Rentals: 352-5620
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Ads

372-6977

Frank Caltendo
Imitator ol Frvnous people watch Frank transform into different personaiiies such as Flobtn
Williams, Jerry Seinfeld. John Madden. Tony
Danza, and others right before you eyes1
Thursday. March 5th, 1996 7.30pm Lenha/t
Grand Ballroom. $200 Oueetions? Call
372 7164Sponsored by UAO

VOTE TODAY ANO TOMORROW
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•Mtu. a* a tcicrwi. m IWI the taut of any other lei a) I)
pnHciicil Malm
lhe right M <k*line. dist.mtinsjc
rWMNlw
iw tcviw any ad
mem tuch at IIWMC found n> be
defamatory. I ait
la.tujl haan miUeading it falvc
All ailvenitemcnit are >u6arcl to i-diiing and
approval
lh.Bt.s,»> M*tiHufnopeninihrpul>lK.iH«giitM»
Ih.* tmpKMfhltl) i>l .vcsCMiftg all nl ihi> l>pr "I <d<erMag ard therefore emnungct our reader* in tn-aarr
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i» prntNlingprrvaul credit inlormaiHtn Pte.ne remenv
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Yim .an help u« by calling the adtciliting department at
I ' •ith.iHfconiptaMiaMliugictliniii We
a*i that VIM pkaac provide your name, addnu. and phone
number ah •OR »ilh tour <po ilii .iimmcnlv ViNH )IHM
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LB.4 9 AND UNION 9-5

•~—meutKV™"
FOR USG SENATOR
EXPERIENCE. DEOCATON. ANO
SUITS

Beyond BG

CJO Meetmg
Wad-9:l5pm103BA
Speaker NortbCoast Research
Everyone wek»me

JOB FAIR 1006
Anne G-ady Corporation will be holding a Job
Fair. Current openings include:
Direct Care■ fuil-tjme/part-lime
JOB FAIR 1998
Anne Grady CorporaDon will be hotding a job
fair. Merit your calendar lor, Thursday March 5.
199S at 8 00pm-8 00pm. 1525 Eber Road. Hotland Ohio. Any interested applicants are encouraged to attend, tours will be available to interested paries If interested please call
(4191866-flSOO for additional in tor matton.

DID YOU KNOW?
There are an estimated 5.8
billion people in the world and
growing at a rate of about
11,000 people per hour. If this
rate continues, the population
will double in 47 years.1

When putting out a
campfire, drown the fire,
stir it, and drown it again,
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

RE

All .nl Ion al 1 m Graduate*
Applications tor On Beyond BG Seholarstiej
aie now available « ma
Mleti Alumni Canter Financial Aid Office.
and tie office of Student Ue

MATCH POINT

Sponsored by the Center for Environmental Programs and your
Campus Recycling Program

ft

CHECK OUT THE BG NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS/I

FMA
MMtmgi
WM Mar 4th
a.:45FCSGAWERIA

CAMPUS EVENTS

Zero Populationn Growth, Inc.

■<!m<JI-!!!><->l'>l>-

"'I'" '!' -' "'!',"■ ■

'"•'!!•'}""! 'II

'Xet the BG iVcrws 11 righten Your Day!

DANCE
TEAM
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For: Campus Events,
Lost/Found,
Personals, Help Wanted.
For Sale, For Rent
Ann" Cancature ariiu. jugglers.
mimas. A other "sidewalk performers "
We're looking kx talented people to
bo pan of the Studonl Union'!
40th Brthday parly on March 27
kiurMMd? Warn to ahart your talent
and make eome monoy?
Contacl Gale al 372 2942
Womyn. GRRRL. Lady. Prinoaaa. Sistah.
Chu, Goddess. Mama
Who ara you REALLY?
EXPRESS YOURSELF
Poetry and more: I am Woman. Hear Me Roar
Thursday. March Sin 9 7:30pm
Grounds lor Thought. 174 South Mam St
Everyone is welcome to read, share, and
listen You can read your own work or from a
beloved poet, fiction writer, or essayist.
Visual Arts Eipreeelon end Collage
Whet's H Like to be a Womyn?
Thursday. March 19th @ 6 00pm
2nd floor lounge. Student Services Bldg
Paper, glue, magazine pictures, glitter, paint.
and your whole hie of experiences to draw
froml It's your chance 10 Ml it like ms . with art
ALL are welcome to contribute
For more information on these programs.
Women's Ftstory Month events, or about Womyn forWomyn at 463 Saddlemire Student
Services Building. 372-2261 ' wornencenten&bgnet.bgsu edu
WOMYN
far
WOMYN
Womyn lor Womyn is BGSU's femimst/womanist organization addressing issues
important to diverse women's lives. We have
weekly meetings on Mondays al 7:00 m our office located al 463 Saddlemire Student Set. vices Bu4d«g Join usl All are Welcomel

JewelerySale
TimOoyl
Jewelery Sale al low prices that everyone
can afford
Monday. March 2nd F nday. March 6Ih
10 00 am-4 00 pm
Education Buckling Slope
Sponaorad by UAO
Questions'Call 372-7164

HERE A SIGN.
THERE A SIGN.
EVERYWHERE A SIGN
WATCH FOR THE 'SIGNS'!

For Sale: ««^M,U«IV

SERVICES OFFERED

Free Pregnancy Testa.
Confidential and Caring
354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Stripped by the Inch
Fum. stripping, reftnishing, restoration, a repair. Quality work, reasonable rales, no dip
ping 669-3212or688-2545

PERSONALS
Account! ng-full- erne
Secretary/Ural Clerk full time
OMRPful'-time
Nursmg-ruN-Dmo. part-time, sub
Dietary sub
Mark your calendar lor Thursday. March 5,
1996 from 6:00 p.m - 8:00 pm. The Anne
Grady Center is located at 1525 Eber Road,
Holland, Ohio. Any interested applicants are
encouraged to attend: lours will be available to
interested parties. If interested, please call the
Human Resources Dept al (419) 666-6500 tor
additonai information.

"FLUENT IN SPANISHII
Summer jobs in Fremont, OH
17.25/hr-Income Maintenance Interns
win work with Mgrant workers to
determine eligibility lor Govl benefits
Apply ©Co-op 310 Student Svcs
2 2451 details MUST be
"FLUENT IN SPANISH"

Beyond BO
MASTER TEACHER AWARO
We want YOU to nominate your master teach
er li Forma are due March 6 to the Mean Alumri
Center. Demi delay, nominate a teacher todayl
Questions? Call tie Student Alumni Office at
372-2701.
MASTER TEACHER AWARO

Hey all you aenors
out there, have you
bought your Beyond BG
Senior Challenge tcketa?
Have you asked your proleesors
why they hevent been adopting
students lor the Beyond BG
Senior chalange?
You should
Beyond BQ

You've Designed for
Free Long Enough.

INFORMATION
NIGHT

Thursday
9-10pm
BA MO

MSs^mmW^
BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER

CUSTOMER
MARCH
4th

ALL
DAY V>
LONG! \

APPRECIATION DAY!

1

MEDIUM

PIZZA

with Cheese

wi,h pe

pperoni

$2^

$342

No substitutions Round pizzas only Limit 4 pizzas Valid-at this Little Caesars location only.
Carryout only No Deliveries Sorry, no ram checks

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

junior ana samor brapmc uostpi fwapri

'Hgiv Leasing
4-2 Bedroom furnished and unfurnished

TaCtOnty
2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Call for an Interview
March 16-30

UniGraohics
211 West Hall 372.7418

4
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ALPHA XI • ALPHA XI • ALPHA XI
Congratulation.* Jena Allan and Jan Carroll tor
paroapaong m emerging Leaders'!
ALPHA XI • ALPHA XI ■ ALPHA XI

The Spring Craft Fair is taking applications tor
openings to sell homemade goods If interested please call the UAO office at 372 2343 or
visit Rm. 330 m the Student Union tor an application Applications due by Spm on Monday.
March 18.IBM.

Cht-O • Phi Tau • Chi-O • Phi Tau
Ang. Mcneie. Kyle. Marv. Kate, A Krliian
would ska » thank our knockout coacnas. Nick
A Kaith lor a graat tuna at the philanthropy on
Sunday You Guya Bock"
CtitO • Phi Tau • Chi-O ■ Phi Tau

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
Free information Call 410-347-1475.
ilt COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
neededl Coed summer camps In Pocono
Mountains, PA Lohikan, 1-eO0-4Aa-4321.
www.lohlMan.com.

We wet* lo adopts baby
Four years ago we were Dressed with the adoption ol a beautiful boy. Today we hope ID be
lust as fortunate by locating a birth mother who
finds us to be the right family for her baby. My
husband and I are both artists and own our
own design business We work at home which
allows us tons ol ime to be together. Our son
Tucker vary much wants to be a big brother
and asked If ha could adopt the baby too To
speak to Tom or Deborah call
1-AW410-2SW

FREE CASH QRANT9I
Coiiaga Scholarahipa. Busmen Madical Mis.
Never Repay Toll Free I-800-218-9000 Elt.
G 2076
HERE A SIGN.
THERE A SIGN.
EVERYWHERE A SIGN...
WATCH FOR THE 'SKSNS'I

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing industry. Excellent earnings A benefits
potential. All major employers Ask us howl
517324-3115SICI.A55441.
Barry Bagels Per rysburgh
Now hiring bakers Flexible hrs. competitive
day. masks 10 mm from BG located at rt 25 &
Ecrel Junction Call (419)872 4700 or e-mail
fergusogbgnet.
Camp Counselors New York
Co-ad Tnm Down-Fitness Camp Hike A play
in she Catskill Mountains, only 2 hrs from NY
city Have a great summer Make a difference
in loda livoel Good salary, internship credits. A
tree RnvBd. All sports, Water skiing. Canoeing, Hopes, Lileguards. Crafts. Dance, Aerobics. Nutrition. A General Counselors Also
Kitchen. Office. A Night Watchman 120 positions. Camp Shane (BOO) 292-2267
Webvfww.campehana.com

WANTED

kioividuasy Unique Togetnar Complete1
RUSH DELTA ZETA
Fro more mto. can Jennifer @ 2-4800

2 Summer auolrs needed $i85/mo Close to
campus. Own bedroom Call 353-8165
Creative? Would you like lo win a prize showing how creative you are? EAG ts asking tor
your designs tor this years Earth day T-shirts
Entries are due no later than 5 00pm on March
17*1 Prize includes *2S 00. 3 free t shirts. & a
$25 00 gift certificate to Junction Bar * Grille
Turn entries mto 102 College Park or mail to.
EAG. C/O Environmental Center. College
Park (cm) Questions call recolo s? 372-3571

MASTER TEACHER AWARD
We want YOU 10 nominate your master teach
art! Forma are due March 6 to the Mean Alumni
Center Oont delay, nominate a teacher lodayi
Questions? Call the Student Alumni Office at
372-2701.
MASTER TEACHER AWARD

CAMP WAYNE-(sister half of brother/litter
camp) Northeasi Pennsylvania
(6720-8/18/98 ) We're backl We have recruited
great staff from BG and want you to have tie
most memorable summer ol your life. Directors
for Drama, Camping/Nature. Golf. Counselors to kva m cabins and teach at specialty
areas II you love children and have a ski! to
offer call 1-600-279-3019 On Campus Interviews, March 24th from 10am 11pm m the Fort
Room ol the Union.

Female sublessor needed ASAP Apartment
has central ae- A balcony. Located on 5th Si
Only pay electric Can move In new. Cheryl at
218-BS1-2784.

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU
Congramiatonj to the Pr» Kappa Tau Basketbe* team tor winning the sitramural championship.
PHI KAPPA TAU ' PHI KAPPA TAU

Male or female roomale needed 98 99 yr Own
room. Call tor more into. 353 7159

CRUISE SHIP A LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits World Travel. Ask us howl
517 324-3090 ext C55443.

Subleaser needed
Mey1-Jufy31
S1607M0 A elect, own
Boom Greg 353 1130

PHI KAPPA TAU' PHI KAPPA TAU
The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would like to
thank everyone who participated in our philanthropy this weekend and congratulations lo tie
sisters of Gamma Phi Beta tor winning the
spint award.

DONT REAO THIS if you like working for mm.
imum wage, staying home in Oho. A seek secure. non-rewarding work HOWEVER if you
want to earn outstanding money ($6300) travel
across the country. A enjoy challenging yourself to something completely worthwhile call
1 800-307-6639.

Subleaser needed 1/2 of 2 bedrm Apt
(225/MO.dep towulils.
354-3270

PHI KAPPA TAU • PHI KAPPA TAU
PI PHI • PI PHI- PI PHI
Congratulations to Kelly Tichy on becoming
BGSU Dance Team Captain'
PI PHI "PI PHI'PI PHI

HELP WANTED

«a^-N-Klda Weekend
April 3 5. 1998
Call tor programs
Be a part of die BGSU tradition
Promote your organization
Let's work 'Together Towards Tomorrow'
Contact Aaron Baumgartner in
The Office of Student Activities
at 372 2345

' IS YOUR RESUME LACKING?
Find out why PAG. IBM. Xerox, A hundreds ol
other top companies want students who have
been through our summer training program.
Over 90% ol the students using our placement
office found career jobs last year. Average
monthly Income $2174. All majors apply. Call
1 800 307 8839.

NOW OPEN

SOUTHSIDB CAR WASH

FREET-SHRtT
• $1000
Credit Card fundraisers tor
fraternities, sororities A groups.
Any campus organization can
raise up up$1000 by earning a
whopping 15.00.VISA application

Call 1-800 932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREET-SKRT.
Home City Ice Company is now hiring tor these
positions: Route Drivers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Mcragan Call tor details at
1 800-89»6070.
Lawn A Landscape 3 rm from BGSU Pi. time,
must be abkt to work M days 7 30 4 30 $8hr
mobile 265-4166.

993 S.

MAIN
(BEHIND LAUNDROMAT)
TOUCHLESS

&

Lifeguards A Pool Managers Now Hiring (or
summer m ail Cleveland Suburban Areas
Competettve wages, bonus, & scholarships
available Can today I Metropolitan Pools
1-800 532-swim
Now htnng all club house poaitiona to prepare
tor busy summer season Must be able to work
during spnng break, apply now at BG Country
Club 352 3100.
NOW RECRUITING
Busy Cleveland West proressonaJ firm seeks
professional consultants for specialized real
estate practice. No selling WMvan.
High yield variable compensation
High lech office A systems
Rapidly growing national franchise
Exceaent training A support
RJ Dales
The Buyer's Agent of North East Ohio. Inc.
25000 Country Club Or 0300
North Omiled, OH 44070
1 (888) M0 4531
NOW RECRUITING
Busy Cleveland-West professorial Arm seeks
professional consultants for specialized real
estate practice No selling Wil train.
High - yield variable compensation
High tech office A systems
Rap-dfy growing national franchise
Excellent training A support
RJ.DeJes
The Buyer's Agent of North East Ohio, Inc.
25000 Country Club Dr. #300
North Olmsted OH 44070
1-(888)-860-4531
Office Cleaning evenings during spring break
15-20 hours. Own transportation required. Call
352 5822
Part Dme retail sales person needed afternoons, evenings, A weekends Immediate
opening, possibly summer A fall. Previous
tales experience helpful. Interest In sports A
business required. Submit resume to John #
Falcon House Sporting Goods 123 S Mam St.
or call 352 3610 for interview.
Summer employment. J.F. Walleyes Eatery A
Brewery. Mddle Bass Island. OH. Bar. kitchen,
wail staff needed Housing avail. Contact
She/my 313-242-0737, Tues orThurs 0-5
Summer Male Counselors. Great staff-Great
faculties-Great experience NY S Co-ed resident camp. Catskill Mountalns-2 hours NYC
and Albany. Arhelhcs. Tennis. Roller Hockey,
Swimming, Waierskimg. Woodworking. Horseback Riding, Ceramics, Ropes/Wall. Ken
rtybrook, 19 Southway Hansdale NY 10530
FAX (914) 603-7678. 1-800-58-CAMP2 EMail K&nnytyoo*<a)AO( com
The Spnng Craft Fair is taking applications for
openings k3 M* homemade goods. If interested please call the UAO office at 372-2343 ovisit Rm 330 m the Student Union for an application. Applications due by 5pm on Monday.
March 16.1098.
"What doee being a Uorry'a Camper Mean?
It means that I am speoai-that I can be
trusted that I am a good person It tells
me that I can do anything I believe in."
-ChnsoneOntz. 10 years okf Help us
make a dlftensnce-call Morry's Camp at
(914) 592-3055

Help Wanted

SELF-SERVE

WORK THIS SUMMER IN CENTRAL RESERVATIONS!
Red Roof Inns needs enthusiastic and professional people
to work in our incoming call center assisting customers in
making reservations across the United States.

Duplexes/houses for "96 '99 school year.
Elt. 1 A 2 bdrm-1 lo 3 tenants
12 month leases only
Slave Smith 352 8917 (no cans after 8pm)

FOR SALE
89 Honda CRX. 104K mUM. anvfm stereo
cassette. Saod (2.000 or Mil otter 83? 4307

Georgetown Manor 800 3rd si under new
mgnt ArC. laundry rm./bedrm turn (360 •
alec 2 bedrm turn (400 * alec, alao summer
rates 354 0740 or 352-2214.

2 Kenwood 10 inch Sub-woofers
$200.00 or beet otter. CellT at 8345

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
•00 Third Si
Excatanl 1 BR S 2 BR units
Fully lum . AC. reasonable rents &
Close lo campus Yrty. or sch yr lease
Check us out before you lease

96 spedalaed Rock Hopper FS w/ rock
shock*, loo many extras lo list All recaipts induced./ISSOobo Call3525305
Comtek
Z Harry Jr. Tickats
Smnahan Thaalar 7:00 Fn. March en
Call 354 6337

Call 352-4966 or 354-9740
or slop by apt #10

SEIZED CARS tram (179. Porchas. Cadillacs.
Chavys. BMW's, Corvettes
Alao Jaap*.
4WD1 Your Area Toll Fraa i 800-218 9000
Ext. A-2076 for current I'Stings
Viol in in good condition, rare guitar. Magic; tie
gafieong cards, cda. lewelery. Baal oner ec
ceowd Contact 372 5967 or lindatrnQbgnei

FOR RENT
* Apartments and Houses *
321 BE Merry. 6 bed rooms
311 a 316 E. Marry, 2 bdrm. apts as low aa
(450 par montfi.
309 1/2 E Merry, rooms I more
All very close to campus
353-0325
1 bdrm May-Aug. 156 1/2 S. College 1 block
from campus. Lrg. kitchen, Irving room, A bathroom. Loss of windows. (350/mo A utll. Call
Kerry 0353-8077.

tor Rent: The following houses are for
rent for 98 99 school yaw. All 12 mo leases,
tenants pay all ulii , sac. dap., parental guarantee reo . no pels
1. 710 Elm 2 BR avail 5/15/96 Rent
(510/mo
collected quarterly. Phone
354«595 ask tenants to view.
2. 217 3. College-3 BR house nail 8/23/96
Rent (575/mo collected quarterly. Phone
354-3271 aak tenants to view.
1. 11* Ridge-Large 2 BR house. Avail.
5/20/98 Rent (600/mo. collected quarterly
Phone 353-5032 ask tenants lo view
4. 31S Ridge (ReerH BR house avail
5/16/96 Rent (300/mo. collected quarterly
Stop by and aak tenants to view
3. 233 Weal Merry Large 4 BR house avail
6/23/98 MuM have al least 4 unrelated
tenerKa.Renl (700/mo. collected quarterly
Phone 354-8252 ask tenants to view
For mora Information or to sign a leaaa,
contact Arbor Entetprioee al 354-2*54
Locally owned and managed.
Houses, 1 A 2 bdrm. furn
school year. Call 352-7454.

2 bdrm 834 Scon Hamilton. A/C. Avail May.
(420 plus ull Other locations avail. Aug. Elf. a

Renting Houses A Apartments

1 *2bdrm.WOPET» MVajO*.

Available May 17,1*M
211 S. Collage Apt. A-2BR. 2 person
422 dough Si - 2 BR. 2 person
720 Eighth St - 3 BR. 3 person
150 Manvllle Ave - 2 BR. 4 person
150 1/2ManviHeAve 1 BR, 2 person
70S Second St Apt A - 2 BR. 3 person
723Slx»lSt -3BR.3pereon
Available August 23,1994I
1401/2ManvrHeAve. -2BR,2person
Apartment listings available in our oflce
to pickup.
John Neerlove Real East.
319E WoosterSl
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
or phone 354 2260

2 bdrm. Apt. all uW inc. Vary dose lo campus.
Avail, in May. tSOO/MQ. 353-4389
2 bdrm. turn, or unfum. apts
724 6th SI. A 7057*1 St.
12 unit apartment buildings
96 99 school year lease
(500 per month
FREE heat, water, sewer
gasandHBOl"
354-0914
2 bdrm. house (450 mo. Close to Univ.
3 bdrm apt. (550 mo Close lo Univ.
Call 686-4651.

Sublease from Apnl-Aug 98' Two
House, own room, close to campus

4 bdrm, 1 bath house. 1/2 block from cam
pus>vail Aug. 15th for a 12 mo. lease Ingood
shape ml race backyard. Carpeted with offstreet parking. Unfum except refng.-stove. No
dogs Security dep req 419,885 8307. leave
message for Sieve.

*»Qg^203 N. Main

apis, lor 98 99

Immediate poesosson. 1 bedroom. 703 2nd St
Apt.XA. 354 4166

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

unlrmshed 2 bdrm. apt. 139 S. Collage Dr.
(82S/mo includes al utll Avail. 8/15/98 Call
686-6S41

FR€€ DeilVCRY
$4.00 Minimum

352-5166

Open Weekdays 4 P.M. • Lunch Fri.»Sat.»Sun.

Un6T ham, turkey, tomatoes, red onions, mild pepper
rings, and mozzarella cheese

Servers
Call:

MIMIT

Ask us about our:
. • Excellent Incentive Plan
• Great Base Wage

or apply in person at:
5630
Airport Highway
Toledo

Call Now! (614) 876-3278

I ili North Main Rowling (irccn

4.50

GeUSOnexy t^flickeyi tomatoes, red onions,
black olives, almonds, and mozzarella cheese.-.

4.50

*JtUll(lr1 pepperoni, salami, mild pepper rings, red
onions, green peppers, and mozzarella cheese

4.50

V QGG\Q tomatoes, red onions, green peppers, broccoli,
black olives, mozzarella cheese

3.50

tKHflltim- Dressings...French, Ranch, Italian (reg. or Igt.)
Great PIZZA • SUBS • SALADS • BREEADSTICKS

We only use the finest ingredients!

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

www.bgsu.edu/offices/student_affairs/recsports
"UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT WANTS YOU

MuiiaKrmrnl Inc.

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Entries Due
• Volleyball (M. W & CR)-March 4
• Billiards (M & W Doubles)-March 17
• Soccer (M & W)-March 18
• Doubles Racquetball (CR)-March 24
• 3-Pitch Softball (CR)-March 25

HI

Entries due by 4 pm in 130
Perry Field House.
Soccer Official. Needed
Apply m130 Perry Field House.
Required take-home tests will be
available for Soccer March 2,
due back March 17.

alvin ailey dance class
Thursday. March 5, 1998
• Noon - 1:30 pm •
SRC Activity Center

SI
HI

Attendance is open to all
students, Rec Sports members
and paying guests. Sign-up in
the SRC Main Office.
Space is limited to 40 people.
For more information, contact
Cathy Swick at 372-2712,

bdrm

Call 354 7239

LARGE SALADS enough for two!
A heap of crisp mixed lettuce and...

This is a great opportunity to work in a casual
environment with friendly people and learn more about
the hospitality industry. We are a 24 hour service with a
variety of hours available.

Applications accepted:
8am-5pm, Monday-Friday
4355 Davidson Rd.
Hilliard, OH 43026

Wednesday, March 4, 1998

Mandatory Soccer Clinic on March 18
from 8-10 pm, plus 30 minutes
"officiating time" on March 19.

AQUATICS
COOPER POOL
will be
CLOSED
on Friday, March 6, 1998
for Maintenance
SPECIAL EVENTS
HORSEBACK RIDING
Wednesday, March 18

NEW.
i«2bdrm. Close to campus.
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Site
Apts.) Rents start at 375/mo +
utils. 2 bdrm includes washer &
dryer. Call for info 353-5800.

Management Inc.
1&2bdrm. 1082 Falrvlew
Ave. (Hlllidale ApU)unique
floor designs, vaulted
ceilings, washer/dryer hookup in the 2 bdrm. Rents
start at 350'mo + utils. For
more info call 353-5800.

For more information, contact
Joe Stephens at 372-2960.

Elections take place
Tuesday March 3rd
& Wednesday
March 4th

Management Inc.
Studio Apts. 215 E.Poa
Rd.(Evergreen Apts.)
Laundry on site. One
person starts at 230/mo
. Utils are included. For
mora Info call 353-5800
Management Inc.
1 bdrm 215 E. Poe Rd.
(Evergreen Apt*.) Very
spacious, laundry on site.
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec.
For more Info call 353-5800

Management Inc.
834 4th Street is now leasing
lor next year 1 bdrm close to
campus gas/heat/AC. Starling
at 340/mo
^_—_p

Noon-5 PM, leave from the
Perry Field House

TO VOTE SO THAT YOUR
VOICE CAN BE HEARD ON

Management Inc.
For complete list atop by
our office at 1045 N. Main
or Call 353-5800

Elections will
be held for
President, Vice President,
and At-Large Senators.
Voting will take place in
the Union Foyer from 9a.m.- 5p.m. and I
at Jerome Library from 4p.m.- 9p.m.
MAKE SURE TO BRING YOUR BGSU
PICTURE ID WITH A CURRENT
VALIDATION STICKER!
USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

